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Fair and Warmer To- night and Thursday;
Frost Tonight
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INCOGNITO

Nor-men- t,

Died On the Sidewalk.
Hamburg, Germany, May lb. King
Frederick VIU of Denmark died alone
and unattended on the streets of this
ctiy late last night of apoplexy. The
king, traveling incognito, arrived
here Monday on his return from a
had
long trip to the south where he atbeen convalescing from a serious
tack of inflammation of the lungs.
With the queen and the royal suite,
he took quarters at a hotel.
At 10 o'clock last night, the king
left the hotel unaccompanied, for his
usual stroll before retiring, He had
gone only a short distance when he
was overcome on the street by a sudden attack of apoplexy. He fell unconscious to the pavement and died
Instantly, and not being recognized as
a person of so great prominence, his
hosbody was rushed to the nearest
pital In an automobile.
When members of the king's suite
became alarmed over his failure to
return to the hotel, a search was begun. The searchejs found his ma.ies-tdead at the hospital and brought
his body back to the hotel. It was
announced this morning that arrangements for taking the body to Denmark would be completed during the
day. His majesty's relatives and royalty throughout Europe were notified
of his death before daybreak.
The flags on all the puilic, buildings here where the king had repeatedly been a welcome guest were half
masted today.
King Frederick and Queen Louisa,
who had traveled here from Nice under the incognito of the Count and
Countess of Kronberg, had their
three youngest children, Princess
Thyra, Prince Gostav, and Princess
Daginar, with them. King Frederick
had been undergoing a course of
treatment for arterial-sclerosis- .
at
When he left the Hamburger-Ho- f
10 o'clock last night after a. hearty
dinner, the king strolled toward the
"Goose Market," one of the principal
squares in the business section of the
city and just around the corner from
the hotel. A few minutes later some
pedestrians noticed an elderly gentleman fall to the sidewalk. He was
dressed in an ordinary business suit
o
and aflfceared to be a
ran
to
the
tradesman. The passershy
was
dead.
he
to
but
assist
him,
spot
A policeman was called, who had
the body conveyed in an automobile
y

well-to-d-

days
stand by
king, who only
theyjyjey
were informed in official communica- - to loge tne indicted vote.
tions, had completely recoverea ironi.1 ,.wllB T w . candidate four year?
the serious illness which had affect aeo Mr. Rooseevlt commended me in
I
ed him earlier in the year and was
laaguage B0 flattering that could nof
returning to Copenhagen in excellently
what ne gald witnou: blushing
health.
and T cant now. Either he has cbang- A rumor is current that the late ed or
have an(i I think I have seen
king recently visited a fortune teller ovidence that it is he. Certainly h
incognito and was informed that he hag cnanged in respect to the third
would die on May 15. Frederick Villi term
friend and admirer or
was a' great
the United States. He read daily
newspapers and was a student of
American literature. During the first FEDERALS ADVANCE ON
two years of his reign he was not
beloved by the Danes, but in the last
THE REBEL POSITION
couple of years, when the people had
welDanish
recognized his ideal for
fare and prosperity, he became most IN SPITE OF BURNED TRESTLES

the convention. The convention de
clined, by a decisive vote, to reorganize the state committee.

HOUSE

T

popular.

MADERO'S SOLDIERS

The royal yacht Danneborg, escort-ed by a warship, sailed for Lubec.
Germany today to embark the body
of the kins;. The Danneborg is ex--!
pected to return to Copenhagen on
Friday. Prince Harold, third son of
the late king, has left by train lor
where he will receive the
Lubec,
is to be conveyed by
body, which
train from Hamburg. Minute guns
have been fired from Fort Sixtin
since noon.
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RANKEST HORSEPLAY
GROWING
IS
THOUGH
TIME
STILL
SHORT LEGISLATORS
LOAF ON THE JOB

GO

1

FORWARD
El Paso, Texas, May 15. General
Huerta s army of federals advanced
slowly north from Yermo today toward the rebel base at Rellano, 4is
miles away. Advices from the zone
were meager,
of federal operations
but those that reached here told of
the slow progress of the federals because of gaps in the railroad made by
the retreating insurrectos. The troop
trains of the government are nearly

King's Relatives Prostrated.
Tendon. Mav 15. Oueen Mother Mt
:
nonnniTai
tr
1...,
Alexandra and the Dowager Empress."
enof
Marie of Russia, sisters of King Fred Pot engines with a number
examine
who
aboard
carefully
erick, are prostrated by the shock of gineers
his death. The Dowager Empress the road for miles. Many trestles
not anMarie is at Marlborough House, the were repaired today but it is
enwill
federals
the
that
guest of her sister. King George and ticipated
of
advance
rebel
counter
the
any
MarlborQueen Mary proceeded to
before tomorrow.
ough House Immediately after they guard
General Campas' column of 1,500
were informed of the dramatic event
For the second time this year th rebels sent by General Orozco early
British court is plunged into grief last Sunday to flank the rebels and
and the social season just coinmeno attack Torreon from the south, has
been checked by a federal force at
ing will be seriously effected.
Velardena, 85 miles southwest of
Torreon, according to advices receivNO WHEAT SHORTAGE
here today by Alberto Madero uned
Washington, May 15. The department of agriculture's summary of the cle of the president of Mexico.
The same dispatches deny that Ma-piforeign wheat situation, issued today
has been taken by the rebels
says:
state
and
that General Blanquet Is
account
into
the
wheat
"Taking
crop already secured In the southern en route from Mexico City with 600
hemisphere and that for the most men and field artillery to
in inaia, in connection,
pan
with the outlook for winter and
Mrs. Inez Salazar, wife of the rebel
sprmg wneat, together with Europe general who yesterday was reported
and In Canada, there does not seem wounded, declared today that she hart
to be any reason for apprehending a reason to believe her husband well,
shortage In the foreign wheat supply Salazar is With the rebel advance
for the coming harvest year."
guard.
I
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Santa Fe, N. M., May 15. The
house this morning engaged in horse
play for about an hour when Major
Lwelleyn introduced a house joint resolution appropriating $27,000 for the
relief of the democracy of New Mexico. The measure provided that this
money should be turned over to the
adjutant general to equip and main
tain emergency hospital corps in all
counties of the state, which are to
look after the dead and wounded during the coming democratic conventions this fall. After a lengthy de- hate the resolution was passed and
Catron and Blanchard were appointed a committee to request the senate failed to see the joke and referred the resolution to the committee
on militia where it will lay.
Among the important hills in the
house was one by Speaker Baca pro
viding an increase in the mounted police; another by the speaker provid
ing a uniform system of accounting
and auditing and placing tle travel
ing auditor and two assistants under
the state auditor. This would take
the power to appoint away from the
governor.
Llewellyn introduced a bill to
create the office of legal advisor to
the governor and fixing a salary of
$2,000. Young and Cooney Introduced a bill for the inspection of mines.
This is the act drawn by Mine
J. E. Sheridan and is a complete mining code. The Evans pro
bate act was taken up in the house
. wtterf foueh, b 0ramDton. Mo
reno an(J Varga8 Mr Vargag MyJnJf
tfc
,g on,
r in Rio
Qne ,a
rffa county and he Is the district at- torney. The house will meet this af- ternoon and may resume action on
this bill. Other measures probably
will not pass today. The senate ad
journed until tomorrow afternoon.

BANDITS

WORKED

METHODICALLY

Used Six Charges of Dynamite Before the Safe in the Express Car
Was Broken Open-T- wo
Men Turned the Trick, Getting
Aboard the Train Near Hattiesburg, Miss., and Forcing
Engine Crew to Stop in an Isolated Place

NOR OF NEW JERSEY.

San Francisco, May 15. Theodore
conven Roosevelt, on returns from 2,316 out
The state democratic
his speech at itose'ii'e at 7 o'clocl-t- tion elected night delegates and eight of about 3,700 precincts in the stare,
Mr. alternates to the national democra- - was given California's 26 delegates to
several' hundred persons.
Taft's ' physical condition, Ma:)or!tic convention at Baltimore late last the republican national convention
was
yesterday, at the first presidential
Rhnadps. his ohv.iician. said.
night and Instructed them for Champ
left
he
preference primary held In the stale,
when
as
as
good
practically
Clark.
by a clear majority of 15,177 over his
last Sunday
The Venerable Ruler Had Suffered From Arterial Trouble for Washington
the delegates: J. b. opponents, President William H. Taft
are
Following
Mr. Taft told his Roseville audience
and Senator Robert M. LaFollette,
Hartman, of Farmington; A. B.
Some Time But It Was Thought He Was on the Road to Rlhat he pointed with pride to the rec
Felix
Martinez,
who
received respectively 55,394 and
Albuquerque;
ord of trust prosecutions by his adecoveryWas Popular With His Subjects and the Entire
D. W. Veeder, 33,310 votes. Roosevelt's vote in these
John
"Mora
county";
ministration. He then said he was
Nation Is Thrown Into Grief at News of His Death
Las Vegas; John I. Hinkle, Hager-man- ; precincts was 101,981.
feeling the effects of these prosecuJ. A. Mahoney, Deming; T. W
Champ Clark scored a similarly detions in his campaign.
H. L. Bickley, Ra- cisive victory over Woodrow Wilson
Socorro;
Medley,
to the sailor's hospital. The physi"It is difficult to arouse any enthu- ton.
on the democratic ticket, the figures
cians on duty found that death had siasm for your candidate among perW.
James
are:
being, in the same number of preThe
alternates
been instantaneous. There was noth- sons who are being prosecuted," he
Copenhagen, May 15 ChrisGal cincts: Wilson 12,870; Clark 28,185.
T.
A.
Hannetl,
Santa
Fe,
tian X was proclaimed king of
ing on the body which afforded a clue said "Many of these gentlemen are
Not one of the 58 counties of the
James
to its identification, and it was placed very angry. There's Mr. Dann of lup; E. W. Roberston, Haton;
Denmark from the balcony of
M. Cicero Stew- state showed a majority for the Taft
D.
Las
Vegas;
Hand,
in the mortuary of the hospital.
the palace at 3 o'clock this afCleveland, who was Indicted for rebatSilver column today. Roosevelt headquarart, Carlsbad; D. F. Anglee,
ternoon in the presence of a
ing. It has made him very angry and
and ters were jubilant today and Tatt
Lake
H.
Valley,
J.
Latham,
City;
Denmark Is Stunned.
very active against me, and he thinks- Felix Garcia, Taos.
huge concourse of people who
deserted. Senator La
headquarters
Copenhagen, May 15. The people that j atn no patriot and no good canhad gathered in the square in
Follette left for the east yesterday
convention
of
the
instructions
The
unstunner!
are
of Denmark
But the
momentarily
f0T another term.
front of the royal residence.
New Mexico delegates without awaiting the result. The vote
by the sudden death of their popular (indicted .are In the majority and If are that the
vote
for
Clarkk
long as he is before throughout 'he stitp was much lighttwo
ago,
me I can afforc

WITH QUEEN WAS TRAVELING

THE

VOTES.

GRIEVANCES
ALTERAATTEMPT TO MAKE
OF
TIONS IN GOVERNMENT

FORTUNE

The Amount Lifted Reported to Have Been

OVER OPPONENTS.

IS OF EL PASO

A

GAVE

OF 15,177

ST ATE COMMITTEE UNCHANGED CLARK SWAMPED WILSON BOOM

Zanesville, O., May 15 Tired and
hoarse. President Taft began his
third day's campaign in Ohia at Rose
ville, ten miles from here. The president was up at 6: M o'clock and made

Those Who Rushed to His Assistance
Thought Him a Well - to - do Trader

PRIMARIES

CALIFORNIA'S
HIM

LIMITED AND GET

SOME

DECLARES

WHO ARE AGAINST HIM HAVC
PERSONAL

CONVEN-

MARTINEZ

DELEGATE

CAR ON QUEEN AND CRESCENT

STORM

TEXAS RESIDENT IS ELECTED BEAT TAFT

COUNTY";

RETIRING

THE STATE BY

TION INSTRUCTS FOR SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE

TAFT WOULD LIKE

FREDERICK VIII SUDDENLY

GIVEN ROOSEVELT TOOK TRAIN ROBBERS LOOT EXPRESS

VOTES

HAMBURG

CITY EDITION.

MAY 15, 1912.

MEXICO'S

NEW

AND UNKNOWN ON STREETS OF
GERMAN

IS

CLARK

DIES ALONE

E

SERVICE

TELEGRAPH

WIF?E

Half a
Chance and Hell
Take It All.

Give a Hustler

er than the heated campaign, especially of the republicans, had led tne
political managers to expect. In San
Francisco, in spite of perfect weather, but 59,000 votes were cast out oi
a registration of 106,000. The women
formed a good proportion of the visitors to the polls. One of the surprises
in the count was the fact that from
10,000 to 20,000 ballots
showed no
cross in the presidential preference
space at the top of the ballot, the
voters evidently having been satisfied
to vote for the delegates pledged to
the man of their choice. The total
vote of the state is expected to approximate 350,000.
Taft caried the Fourth congressional district in this city by the narrow
margin of 150 votes, making possible
a contest over the two delegates from
this district. The figures for the
Fourth district were: Taft 9,645;
Roosevelt 9,491; La Follette 3,261.

Mlcmlgan Doesn't Instruct
City, Mich., May 15. Efforts
to have the Michigan delegation to
Bay

the national democratic convention at
Baltimore instructed for Wilson failed
in the state convention here today,
when out of 24 district delegates named in caucus, the Wilson forces obtained but seven delegates, while 17
were listed as opposed to Wilson or
to instruction.
Iowa for Clark
Burlington, Iowa, May 15. Hundreds of delegates arrived here today
to attend the Iowa democratic convention which meets here tomorrow to
select 26 delegates to the Baltimore
convention and adopt a party platform.
The contest is between the
supporters of Champ Clark and Wood-roWilson. Of the 1,034 delegates
the Clark men claim 347 are Instructed for their candidate and 162 for
Wilson.
The Wilson men, however,
say that Clark's instructed delegates
will control the convention.
The indications are that the field
will combine in an effort to prevent,
the instruction of the national delegates for Clark. In the eevnt of a
deadlock there is a posslbllly that
Bryan may be taken up as a compro.
mise candidate as he has many
friends among the delegates.
Clark Gets Nevada
Reno, Nev., May 15. Champ Clark

(Containued on Page Four)

After walking backward for
about 100 yards the men dashed off.
It is believed they fled on horses
which had been left In charge of a
third robber. It Is presumed the rob
bers are those who held up a Mobile
south of Hattiesburg and dynamited and Ohio train near Corinth In Februthe express car. It was denied, how- ary.
Bloodhounds after taking up the
ever, that the robbers obtained a sum
approaching $140,000, the loss first re trail of the robbers, succeeded in folported.
lowing for only a short distance north
Three masked men held up the New of Okahola the junction of the New
Orleans-NeYork limited train No. Orleans and Northeastern railroad and
2, northbound on the New Oi leans a small logging road. It is believed
and Northeastern railroad, eight miles the robbers boarded a freight train
from Hattiesburg, Miss., shortly after soon after the passenger train promidnight this morning, and, after ceeded.
dynamiting the safe in the express car
Didn't Get It All
escaped on horses with a large sum
Hattiesburg, Miss., May 15. When
of money. The passengers were not
emmolested and no one was hurt. The the train reached here express
of
the
an
Inspection
train proceeded to Hattiesburg, where ployes made
from
the
car.
rifled
up
picked
They
the city and county officials were no
d
300 silver
car
about
floor
of
the
mounted
Posses
tified.
formed, and,
had
dolars
silver
several
found
on horses, started in pursuit of the
of the safe. They
robbers, who It is said, took a north adhered to the sides
in the safe about $700 In
found
also
heading
evidently
direction,
easterly
currency.
for the Alabama state line.
Five charges of dynamite were
in the express car, nearly Co- molishing it. A through 6afe destin- CLARK PRESENTS
ed from New Orleans to eastern
points eaid to contain possibly $150,-00most of which was government
A SALARY BILL
funds, was blown open. The contents
were taken.
The safe in the express car was se
MEASURE IS BASED UPON HINcured by a time signal lock when the
KLE BILL BUT CUTS DOWN
and
train left New Orleans last night
ITS FIGURES.
there was a guard in the car in addi
tion to the regular messenger. It Is
Santa Fe, N. M., May 15. Chief "insaid that in the car there was one
in the legislature today centerterest
the
package of money representing
ed
in
the introduction by Chairman
Vicksnav roll of the Alabama and
of the finance committee of
Clark
about
and
Meridian
at
railroad
burg
25 packages of cash, representing the that committee's bill fixing the salarremittances of agents of the Southern ies of county officers. It came in
of a senate substitute for
Express company at points along the the shape
Bill
106, the old hill being by
Senate
and Pacific
"Vicksburg, Shreveport
railroad. There were also two or Hinkle. The Hinkle bill was used as
more sacks of silver, containing $1,000 .i basis for preparing the new bill.
each, other packages of currency and Counties are placed in four classes,
several packages of jewelry, valuable the first class having an assessment
of $3,500,000; second class, $2,000,000;
stock certificates and bonds.
When the train was passing the third class, $1,500,000; fourth class
two masked all under that figure.
flag station, Okahola,
Salaries are as follows:
bandits climbed over the tender, and,
class county commissioners
First
to
out
with drawn revolvers, called
$800; treasurer and assessor, $1,000
to
firemen
his
and
Maher
Engineer
"obey orders." No resistance was of- each; sheriff, $3,500; county clerk,
fered and after the train had rounded $4,000; probate judge, $600; superinthe curve above Okahola the engineer tendent of schools, $1,500; county surwas commanded to stop. He complied veyors in all classes of counties, $10
a day when working.
promptly. With guns pointed at their
Second class county commissionheads the engineer and fireman were
ers,
$600; treasurer and assessor,
ear
to
the baggae
marched back
where Maher was ordered to call the $3,250 each; sheriff, $3,000; county
express messenger, D. A. Gray, of clerk, $3,250; probate judge, $500;
Chattanooga, who opened the door of school superintendent, $1,500.
Third class commissioners, $400;
his car, only to look into the muzzle
treasurer
and assessor, $2,500 each;
to
order
the
of a pistol. He obeyed
$2,000;
county clerk, $2,500;
sheriff,
alight
Other trainmen were lined up along probate iiifl?e, $400; superintendent
side the train, and, leaving them in p? schools, 1 riE0.
Courth class county commissioncharge of his partner, hte command0
ers,
$300; treasurer and assessor,
ing bandit jumped into the express
each; sheriff, $1,750; county
car and began work on the large ex.
press safe. After applying a charge clerk, $1,750; probate judge, $300; suof nitroglycerin, he got down and perintendent of schools, $1,000.
Until relieved by law from acting
It was inef
awaited the explosion.
fective and successively five other as clerks of the district court county
charges of the high explosive were clerks will receive additional pay,
set off before the bandit accomplish- ranging from $1,000 to $1,250 a year.
The coBt of feeding prisoners Is limed his purpose.
The sixth charge blew oft the safe ited to a total expense of 40 cents a
door and scattered silver coin and day. This is the measure which the
packages of currency and other valu- senate members wi'l attempt to have
ables In every direction. Except $300 enacted. It was prepared by the finin silver, everything in sight was hur- ance committee after several public
riedly placed In a sack and the two hearings and Chairman Clark says it
men backed off into the darkness with represents fair salaries for the offt- their revolvers leveled at the train clals and for the people.
New Orleans, La., May 15. -.- Southern
Express company officials- - here
today declined to vouchsafe any information as to the amount of money
taken by robbers who early today
held up a Queen and Crescent flyer

crew.
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Profit-Sharin-

WEDNESDAY,

1

MAY 15, 1912.

EnablingYou (oSecure Seasonable Merchandisefatj 'a Substantial Saving From Actual

Fvent

g

OIflC

i

'

Worth.

That's the idea exactly a shiring of our profits with you
We aim to force our sales upward by tutting our profits down.

an event to interest the most frugal economist.

Sale is just another ot the stirring money saving events typical of this store. A merchandise
event nurptsely planned to bring this sloie here the buying public in a manner that will enable you to more clearly
appreciate the fact that this store is YOUR store that WE serve your interests best in season and out of season.
This

JT

profit-sharin-

Mid-Seaso-

n

underpricing are our own regular stocks, the character of merchandise that other storesrare still'selling at THEIR regular prices. We reverse the prevailing custom and MARK DOWN

Profit Gut in Liberie Waists.
Our superior showing of new waists join the
Sale.
price cutting,

Mid-Seaso-

n

The goods involved in this

prices in

Mid-Seaso-

of unusual beauty,

including

of the

short sleeves, each, special

Sale of
Suits and Dresses

Mid-Seaso-

profit-sharin-

g

idea and the surprising values

provided will at once impress you with our value
giving supremacy. It will and MUST convince you
of the wisdom of purchasing immediately a whole

season's needs.

an excellent

$2.00

n

Sale values in our
Department show
very clearly how profits have been
cut off.
Our entire line of Spring and
Summer Suits, Including what
lg left of the popular "Woollex"
Suits, ranging in price from
$15.00 to $42.50, during this sale,
25 Per Cent
at a discount of
$11.25
$15.00 Suits at
$13.50
$18.00 Suits at
$15.00
.f
$20.00 Suits at
$18.75
$25.00 Suits at
$24.35
$32.50 Suits at
All of our Silk and- - Lingerie
Dresses including black, white
and colors in Marquisettes, batistes, Satin Foulards, Taffetas
and many other desirable fabrics, all well made and tastefully
trimmed, worth from $3.50 to
$65.00, all go at a discount of
20 Per Cent
$2.80
$3.50 Dresses at
...$4.00
$5.00 Dresses at
$6.00
$7.50 Dresses at
$8.00
$10.00 Dresses at
$12.00
$15.00 Dresses at
$16.00
$20.00 Dresses at

This is YOUR sale in every sense of the word these comparative prices prove that. Sale begins Wednesday,
May 15 and continues for 10 days only.

SEPARATE

SKIRTS AT

THIS SALE

One lot of new and durable
House Dresses made along the
most approved lines from figur-

Our line of Skirts includes all the

most desirable style models and
most every conceivable color or

al-

No matter whether you wish a wide

95 CENTS EACH

or narrow, light or dark, thin or

A good variety
of percale
wrappers in black, navy and
gray, well and neatly made, all
to $1.75,
sizes, worth $1.25

heavy skirt, we can fit you out. For
this sale the entire line goes at a

Special,

Per Cent

75C EACH

$3.50

Skirts for

$2.80

$5.00

Skirts for

$4.00

$6.50

Skirts for

$5.20

$7.50

Skirts for

$6.00

$9.00

Skirts for

$12.50

Skirts for

$10.00

made from gingham, percale
and cotton suitings, either low
or high neck, long or short
sleeves, fast colors, neatly trimmed, sizes 6 to 14 years, worth
$1.25 to $2.00. Special,

$15.00

Skirts for

$12.00

75c EACH

.

CHILDRENS DRESSES
One lot of Children's Dresses

$7.20

SOME SPECIAL

WASH GOO

FOR CASH ONLY

Reductions on

J5Sfc

i

1

.MSB

MiK

&r

Millinery
At the very time most women are planning to
a hat we cut off part of the price. For instance
$3.75 Hats for $2.80
5.50 Hats for 4.15
6.00 Hats for 4.50

Hats for 5.25
11.00 Hats for 8.25

7.00

SAVINGS

ON GLOVES

our advice, buy liberally'

button Kayser double finger tip, all silk glove
75c
guaranteed to wear, per pair only

exceptional ujiiiuiiuunj iui nn
home dressmaker.
Stylish shades
ana an me popular wravc, a.
deal under usual price we share our
profits with you. All go at a discount
of 20 per cent.
8e
10c qualities at
12c
15c qualities at
16c
20c qualities at . . .(.
20c
25c qualities at
28c
35c qualities at

Dress Good and Silks.
All 60c and 65c Dress Goods at
y
All $1.25 Dress Goods, per yard
All other Wool Dress Goods at a discount of

40c
85c
25

Per Cent

For this
Sale our entire line of new and popular
Silk Fabrics will be sold at a discount of 25 per cent. The line ine
cludes plain and
Messaltnes, Foulards, China
Taffetas,
Silks and Wash Silks.
two-ton-

This Sale For Cash Only

12

button Kayser double finger tip glove, good
heavy quality, black or white, all sizes, worth $1.25
$100
special

MID-SUMM-

NOTHING EXCHANGED OR SENT ON APPROVAL

little prices which are proof
positive of the saving advantages
of this event.
10 yds.
Dress Gingham
95c
for
Choice of our entire line of
Percale, per yard ,.)
8o
10c Creftones, per yard
18c Serpentine Crepe, all colors 14c
17c
25c Cretones, per yard
4c
Val Laces, worth up to 8
c
4c
8
Embroidery, for
8c
12c Embroidery, for
Lace Alio vers and all. lace
drees trimmings at a dis25
count of
Pearl Buttons, worth 5c per
2c
dozen, for
10c Huck Towels
11c
15c Huck Towels
20c Huck, Towels
14c
15c Turkish Towels
llo
20c Turkish Towels
16c

I2c

9c

7c

CORSETS.
dozen corsets including
Thomson's Royal Worcester, Bon
Ton and Nemos, broken lots and
sizes, worth $1.25 to $3.50, Special,
Nine

each

16

RIBBONS

One lot of ribbons including Satin and Taffeta in
all widths and colors, worth 25c to 50c per yard, for our
7c
Sale, per yard
Mid-Seas-

FIFTEEN"

Suit for men will give you the biggest
possible value for your money. Hand
tailored from all wool fabrics, they
are guaranteed to give satisfactory
service, or a
NEW SUIT FREE.
Many styles from which to choose, in
black, blue and an excellent variety
of fancy mixtures. Per suit.. $15.00
ONLY.

Nothing Exchanged or Sent on
Approval.

OPPORTUNITIES.
at suprisingly

n

You will not have another chance like this to
buy your gloves with our
profits CUT OFF. Take

THE "FRANKEL

Four-Butto-

n

Regular

Sack, No. 747

V

n

Here are items that ought to interin the town for every
Item gives evidence of bonafide
savings.
One lot of new, this season's line ot
"Cluett" Shirts, fast colors and all
sizes, worth $1.75 each, special $1.05
One lot of good "Monarch" Shirts,
all sizes, good patterns, worth
77c
$1.25 each, special

THIS SALE FOR CASH

A group of items

Mid-Seaso-

Prices

n

est every man

ed percale, and striped, checked
or plain gingham, marked tc
sell at $1.25 each. Special,

com-

bination.

20

Mid-Seaso-

Prices.

DUCED PRICES

discount of

.

Men May Also Profit By These

House Dresses at Tempting

RE-

Mid-Seas-

Ready-to-We-

SILK WAISTS.

These popular garments are also included in this
Profit, Sharing
event. Each of these nems should interest you.
0 fin values in attractive silk waists of
IjlUiUU Pongee and Striped Messaline,
made with round necks and elbow sleeves,
trimmed with Lace and Silk Piping of
contrasting colors a very dressy
and desirable garment, tor this
sale, each
(JJO nfl values in Silk Shirts and Sailor
ijJutUU waists including a variety of the
newest popular models, all made 0n QC
from the best wash silks, choice tyCtLu

The timeliness of this event, the far reaching scope

g

the newest style models, long or

IN

Mid-Seaso-

Efl value in dainty and desirable Lingerie Waists

variety of

PROFITS SHARED

n.

value in new attractive Lingerie Waists, in$1.25 cluding about 25 of the Season's best styles,
well and neatly made from good material, taste- - QPp
fully trimmed with lace or embroidery, choice""

uu

Mid-Seas-

Las VewfLGttdingSioro

.&o$emva&l6 Son
Established

1862

South Didcr

$1 00

Silk Petticoats at Profit Sharing

Prices.;
One lot of Taffeta Silk and Messaline Petticoats

j

CZJ
in black

and all desirable colors, an exceptional value at our
regular price of $2.75 and $3.00, special, each ...$2.25
All of our $5.00 grade of Taffeta Silk Petticoats, black and
colors, made along the best style lines, eaofe
$3.75
Any other Silk Petticoat in the house at a discount of
20 Per Cent

White Goods.
Our entire line of sheer, white goods, both plain and
fancy weaves including a complete line of the popular "Un-

weave fabrics at a

20 PERCENT DISCOUNT
NEW HOSIERY AT NEW

PRICES.
All manner of hosiery in
large variety of qualities.

Perfect fitting, strong and
beautiful finished. An opportunity to purchase hosieat
ry in
prices.
35c Silk Lisle "Onyx"
hose in black, white or
tan
2.c
35c Silk "Onyx" hose,
lisle heel, toe and top,
black only
25c
mid-seaso-

Underwear Opportunities.
Our underwear

combines
comfortable fit and extraordinary wearing qualities.
Women's 10c Vests for...7o
Women's 15c Vests for.. 10c

LAI VEAB DAILY OPTIC,

HOUSE APPROVES

40
bill, for final passage, was defeated per cent, the bonds to be due in
years, but redeemable In 24 years.
by the close vote of 21 to 20.
There are to be three series of
The Bond Bill.
Chairman Burg of the ways and bonds. A to refund state debt; B to

WEDNESDAY,

MAY 18, 1912.

from rentals and
sales permit it
Bonds issued under this act shall be

PENITENTIARY

materials on hand at the penitentiary TUinetru ivr uia jnuwwv w
Spanish and
bath for the library,
that a sanitary and
lf
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English. Ths
house can be built for the sum of
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one-ha- lf

one-haexempt from taxation. The act folla rsrj ibsbU mi
$350.00.
lows the provisions of the constitusewerThe
The
tion
act
and
rail
and
the
plumbing, heating
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enabling
means committee reported favorably refund county debts, except
age systems of the Institution are in NOT SALTS, OIL OR
House Bill No. 41, the bond bill. The road aid bonds of Grant and Santa Fe word "warrant" was stricken carefulPILLS BUT CASCARETS
amenda deplorable condition, and prompt
report was adopted on motion of Cat- county; C to refund Santa Fe and ly out of every paragraph, by
measures
and
taken
of
should
be
more
to
bonds.
the
once
aid
railroad
proper
ment,
counties
lay
ghost
ron, and on motion of Chaves, the Grant
to reconstruct and put them In an No odds how sick your Stomach; hew
"militia" warrants, that
house went into committee of the The act prescribes the forms for the
hard your hsSd sehes or how
naand sanitary condition.
be
to
shall
Bonds
still seems
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whole. Burg was called to the chair bonds and coupons.
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I
be
could
This
think
for
done
about
and
than
tures.
after
not
less
of
par
sold
for
and Baca and Catron took charge
MAKES $1,500.00.
vou fssl great.
COMMITTEE
An amendment
for four weeks the
by Chrlsman to SPECIAL
SANTA FE COUNTY REJOICES IN the floor In behalf of the bill. A num- advertisement
men
You
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and women who somehow
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of
the
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of
to
Section
out
a
the
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condition
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from
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of
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poor
bonds
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issue
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no
given
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measure
preference
providing
which changed the
THAT LOOKS ASSURED.
coated tongas,
almost
headache,
daily
liashould
be
and
of
or ho'ding any debt or time to time for the refunding
portant particular, were read. The sons owning
foul taste and foul breath, dirtiness.
Santa.
N.
M., May 15. The spe
I
Fe,
comand
believe
Perloan
or
state
the
counties.
valid
found
the
bilities
by
blH met the approval of the commit- liability- of
Santa Fe, N. M., May 15 Thanks tee of the whole without opposition. manent tax levies are provided for the mission was rejected, only Chrlsman cial committee appointed by Speaker that this work could be done for an can't sleep, are bilious, nervo-- r and
upset, bothered with a sick, gascy, dis
Baca seevral weeks ago to examine approximate sum of $350.00.
to the persistent efforts of Speaker
The board of loan commissioners' payment of the interest, and eventu- voting for the amendment.
state
the
conditions at
penitenairy
Is without ade ordered stomach, or have backache
The penitentiary
and determine ally of the payment of bonds of the
R. I Baca, the house ways and who shall ascertain
and feel all worn out.
to
the
recommendations
make
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fire
quate
protection. With any kind
SUNSHINE SOCIETY MEETS
Series A and B. For the payment of
Are you keeping clean Inside with
Means committee, has reported out the debts and liabilities of the state
house for necessary legislation report- of fire protection the stable could have
the Santa Fe and Grant
Rochester, N. Y., May 15 The
or merely forcing a passHouse Bill No. 41, the bond biU in and counties which were valid and Series C.
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The house adopted the
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I strongly urge the procuring, by
EXPECT CLARK VICTORY
A Cascaret tonight will straighten
All persons having any funds of the state not otherwise apliabilities.
recommenof
party.
The
Irrespective
15. Many del- committee's report.
purchase or otherwise, of a tract of you out by. morning a
from
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be
toe
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box
repaid
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propriated,
any
demand
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claim
against
was held
A caucusof republicans
dations of Mr. MicManus are as
irrigable land of about 250 or 300 from any drug store will keep your
valid and ceeds subsequently received from the egates are arriving for the democratic
to
debts
in
counties
respect
discussion
last evening for general
acres, located as near the peniten- entire family feeling good for months.
sub-ni- t
rentals and sales of said lands. Any state convention which will meet here
and it is apparent that the party is subsisting on June 20, 1910, may
maintenance tiary as possible. With this tract of
and
For
the
support
Iowa
be
to
the
select
tomorrow
II
shall
sales
Don't forget the children. They tors
delegates
these to the board, which ilia excess from rentals and
of the New Mexico penitentiary or so land, I am of the opinion that in time
getting together for the home stretch
Clark
convention.
to
Baltimore
the
current
Cascarets because they taste gpod
and
the
into
lie
permanent
will
paid
pass on such claims. Appeal
of the legislative ses"ion.
of in- much (thereof as may be necessary-ther- the appropriation for the penitentiary do good never grips or sicken.
number
the
in
lead
the
a
state.
Until
lias
of
the
good
to
school
funds
it
from
and
court
district
should be appropriated the fol could be greatly lessened. It would
Speaker R. L. Baca presided. After to the
court. The boa-- o rentals and sales produce sufficient structed delegates, and Congressman
sums:
approval of the Journal, a motion by the state supreme
also mean that the convicts would be
MEETING OF KANSAS ELK8
lowing
revenue to meet the obligations of Jamieson, in charge of the Clark cam
exChaves to suspend the rules, to take is to issue negotiable coupon bonds
current
the
For
to
do.
penitentiary
Under
the
Kan., May 15. DeoorSc
Hutchinson,
for
something
taught
rea
certain
victory
paign, predicts
$100 to 11,000, the act, a tax is to be levied to be
fund for the payment of officers guidance of employed experts the tions of purple and white envelop ths
np Senate Substitute for Senate Bill in denominations from
pense
on
ballot.
the
first
the
when
5
the
speaker
each
proceeds
county,
paid
No. 43, the corporation commission at a rate of interest not to exceed
and employes, viz:
men would learn all the details of business section of Hutchinson in honS 2,400.00
One superintendent
scientific agriculture, the horse and or of the visiting members of the or1,600.00 mule
One assistant superintendent
industry, the hog industry, poul der of Elks, who began their annual
600.00
One physician
state convention today The program
try raising, dairying, etc.
300.00
One chaplain
of business and entertainment wfQ
Library
One chief clerk and store
The sum of $300.00 should be ap- carry the gathering over tomorrow.
1,500.00
keeper
600.00
One matron
660.00
One captain, day guard
660.00
One caDtain. night guard...
One engineer and electric
Jefferson Reynolds President
900.00
ian
. D. KaynoldslVice President
HaPett Raynolds Cashier
9W.V0
One steward
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
Stephen B. Davis Vice President
8,640.00
Sixteen guards
Food helps build the brain.
Ask some pompous person if Grape-Nut- s
e
Two day
keepers
FROM THE EDITOR.
1,200.00
each at $600.00
Chances are you get a withering sneer and a hiss of denunciation.
He Forgot That He Had a Stomach.
e
Two night
keep.
1,200.00
Talking of food, there Is probably
ere, each at $600.00
Then sweetly play with the learned toad.
no professional man subjectei to a
900.00
master
Grape-Nuts- .
One
of
yard
the
and
analysis
Ask him to tell you the analysis of brain material
720.00
Onn foreman of all shops. .
greater, more wearing mental strain
than the responsible editor oi a modFor paying (transportation
on exact knowledge
ern newspaper.
of discharged convict to
"Don'tlknow?
Why, I supposedly ou based your opinions
conTo
his
mental
faculties
keep
their homes or so much
instead of pushing a conclusion like you would a sneeze."
In good working order, the
as may be necesthereof
stantly
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
1,500.00
"Well now, youi tire is punctured, let's sit down like good friends and repair it."
editor must keep his physical powers
sary
maintencannot
For penitentiary
up to the highest rate of efficiency
The bulky materials of brain are water and albumin, but these things
of
will so quickly
the
the
and
proceeds
Nothing
upset
ance,
"mineral
Capital, $100,Q00 Sdrplus
Undivided Profits Jp35jOOO
blend without a little worker known as Phosphate of Potash, denned as a
eO.OOO.OO
whole system as badly selected :ood
convict labor
and a disordered stomach. It theresalt."
For salary and expenses of
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fore follows that he should have
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much
so
right
readily
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similated, and which furnishes true
(be necessary
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brain nourishment.
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total
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PoTTsh) more than
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one-half
than
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to be superfluous. They have beneThe appropriation is $1,000.00 per anDr. Geo. W. Carey, an authority on the constituent elements of the boby, says:
fited me so much, however, during
num, which is inadequate. The salcell-salPotasthe five years that I have used them,
aries of the members and secretary
"The gray matter of the brain is controlled entirely by the inorganic
the ad
that I do not feel Justified in with
total $1,300.00 per annum. The travsium Phosphate (Phosphate of Potash.) This salt unites with albumin and by
Of
there
brain.
of
the
course,
my
matter
holding
testimony.
eling and other expenses of the board
dition of oxygen creates nerve fluid or the gray
Phos"General
with
all
that
Potassium
average $500.00 per annum. The
'high
but
living'
nerve
in
flluid,
is a trace of other salts and other organic matter
the
to
usual deficit of $800.00 in (the fund
as
a generexpression Implies
within itself to attract, by its own law of
phate is the chief factor, and has the power
ous table, brought about indigestion,
been paid out of the convict's
has
of life."
in my case, with restlessness at
affinity, all things needed to manufacture the elixir
earning funds. I recommend that the
annual appropriation for salaries and
night, and lassitude in tho morning,
Further on he says: "The beginning and end of the matter is to supply the
!
various
in
and
expenses of the board of penitentiary
furnishes
it
accompanied
as
by
pal'is
nature
vegetables,
lacking principle, and in molecular form, exactly
be
commissioners
$1,800.00.
distressing sensations during workfruits and grain. To supply deficiences this is the only law of cure.
Transportation Discharged Convicts'
ing hours.
Fund
"The doctor diagnosed the condi
Brain is made of Phosphate Potash as the principal Mineral Salt, added to albumin and water.
as 'catarrh of the stomach,' and
The annual appropriation for this
tlou
salts.
mineral
one-haof
all
its
than
more
as
element
contains that
Grape-Nut- s
AND
purpose Is $1,200.00, and has hereto
prescribed various medicines, whieli
$3.90
In
the
with
did me no good.
fore been sufficient, but
I final!
CASH
threw
Every day's use of brain wears away a little.
creased population it should be in
to the dogs,' gae ?tp tea and
physics
RBGULAR
RETAIL
SIB.OO
VALUS.
of Potash.
creased to $1,500.00 per annum.
Suppose your kind of food does not contain Phosphate
ctllee and heavy meat JIs'iof, ana
We purchased several carload! or this beautiful dinner-warand oar
enabled the manufacturer to aire as so exclusive design
lam
Permanent Improvement Fund
apurchase
3t im as
Nuts
end
P0
low price. We are charting part of the cost to "advertising
and
very
adopted
Grape
worn-ouof
t
the
and
parts yesterday?
ask you to pay a
How are you going to rebuild today
of the actual coat of the
expense."
There is a balance In this fund of
set. It Is of aonly
the chief articles of my diet.
beautiful "Cosmos" percentage
design and cannot be duplicated Id
for less than $14 In any retail china
store.
quality
It is guaranteed by both
g
brain-faresult.
and
Of this amount, $1,000.00
the manufacturer and ourselves.
$1,020.00.
"I can conscientiously say, and I
And if you don't, why shouldn't nervous prostration
There Is a coupon In every sack of LARA BEE'S Flour. Send us fly
acon
13.90
insurance
In
and
or
was
from
received
coupons
to
cash,
wish
money order, and we will
draft, postal
express Address
say it with all the emphasis
send yon one of these beautiful
seta by freight.
and reRemember, Mind does not work well on a brain that is even partly broken down
mittance to The China Department ot the Larabee Flour coupons
count of stable destroyed by fire. The
Hills Company,
possible to the English language, that
Kansas. Be sure to write your name and address plainly,
t
Hutchinson,
from lack of norishment.
The coupons in LABABEB'S Floor are also good for Rogers' Silverware
brick walls of the stable are Intact,
they have benefited me as medicine
and other valuable premiums. Ask for descriptive
circular.
and by using convict labor, it Is esti
never did, and more than any other
contains varying quantities of
GERMANIt is true that other foods besides Grape-Nut- s
EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
mated that the roof and other work- food that ever came on my table.
-MILLED
Flour that makes Baking a Delight
Brain food.
can be replaced for the total sum of
"My experience is that tie Grape-Nut- s
FOR
there is a certainty.
is
Plain wheat and barley do. But in Grape-Nut- s
$1,500.00, or $500.00 more than
food has steadied and strengthSALE
time.
at
in
this
fund
available
ened both brain and nerves to a
BY
And if the elements demanded by Nature, are eaten the life forces have the needed
of
Estimate cost on construction
Try a Sack You'll Like it.
most positive degree. How it does it,
material to build from.
300
perdining room building, to feed
I cannot say, but I know that after
sons, and by putting in more ables
food one
breakfasting on Grape-Nut- s
A healthy brain is important, if one would "do things" in this world.
can
be increased to $500.00.
actually forgets he has a stomach,
A man who sneers at "Mind" sneers at the best and least understood part of
$ 648.00
Cost of burning brick
let alone 'stomach trouble.' It is, in
Lumber
for
second
roofs,
himself. That part which some folks believe links us to the Infinite.
my opinion, the most beneficial as
floor windows .eto.
2,500.00
well as the most economical food on
Mind asks for a healthy brain upon which to act, and Nature has defined a way
Cement
1,000.00
the
and
has
no
market,
absolutely
To any one paying cash or
to make a healthy brain and renew it day by day as it is used up from work of the prein full
ware
Tables
and
granite
rival." Name given by Postum Co.,
vious day.
74040
dishes
we
will
30
well
known
every
Battle Creek, Mich.
days,
give
"
Rogers
112.00
Incidentals
Nature's way to rebuild is by the nse of food which supplies the things required.
Triple Plate Silverware on exhibition in our win-

TO BE GREATLY

THE BIG BOND
BILL

d

IMPROVED

"

10-ce-nt

e

If You Like
a Little Quiet Fun

-

cell-hous-

cell-hous-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

ai)

lf

Interest Paid

lf

t,

SEE This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from

.

lf

EMPRESS Flour

ALL GFOGEFS

SILVERWARE PREMIUMS

,...

"There's

Reason" for

Grape-Nu- ts
POSTUM CEREAL COMPANY, LIMITED, BATTLE CREEK. MICHIGAN, U. S A.

the

$5,000.00

Estimated cost of new female
Is $10,000.00, to include
walls around the ground 100x300.
This would accommodate 20 women.
The present bath house used by ths
prisoners is inadequate, dark and unsanitary. The bathers have absolutely
no privacy: the showers are all placed
in a small open room In the cellar of
the hospital. I believe that with the

settling

See back of sale slips for basis of drawing.
Commence at once and become a regular customer
and secure just what you want in this line of
goeds FREE. We will sell you goods as cheap as or
cheaper than our competitors. Give us a trial, we
dow.

want

you for a steady customer.

Las Vegas Mercantile Co,

rou

SriT

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

or exert any Influence In its government.
They did, formerly, through
their members of oo ogress, have
enough poll to occasionally mesa In
Publikhod By
our affairs to some extent
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
We are likewise glad to see that
the members of the legislature resent
(Incorporated)
that kind of interference from the
EDITOR! mtslde as It should be resented. The
M, PADGETT
Tripp bill ought to be passed if for
uo other reason than to show soma
of the would be mentors in the east,
that 60 years of their meddling has
Entered at the postofnce at Bast been about
This 1b a case
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmls where New enough.
Mexico is going to settle
sou through the United States malls
her own disputes and bo long as the
as second class matter.
matter is confined to New Mexice,
we have no complaint.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

Ci)j

Sally Coptic
ESTABLISHED 179.

o
PROCEEDINGS
I .06 A
regular meeting of the City Coun18
cil of the City of Las Vegas, N. M.,
was held on this 8th day of May 1912.
7.50

Dally, by Carrier:

COUNCIL

m Copy
One Week
One Month

15, 1912.

10 ROUND BOXING CONTEST
HELD

THE AUSPICES

UNDER

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

OF

The Loyal Order of floose
AT THEIR HALL
THURSDAY, flAY 16

KID BURNS OF CHICAGO

vs.

I

JIMHY O'BRIEN OF DEF1ING
Members Only
Admission 50c
FIGHT BEGINS AT 8:3o P. M.

.ff

YOOR SPRING SUIT

w

'
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-

tt

One Tear

Present:

Dally by Mall
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W-0-

Blx Months
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OPTIC

AND

STOCK

GROWER

One Tear

$2.00
1.00

Months

(Cash In Advance for Mall Subscriptions)
Remit by draft, check or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
e responsible for loss.
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ROOStVELT TOOK THE

Aldermen Chris Wiegand,

McOuire, Jerry Quinn, J.
R. F. Hays, Hallett Raynolds,

Daniel Stern, 7.

WEEKLY

Blx

A

MAY

Absent, Alderman B. F. Forsythe, 1.
Quorum present and Mayor Taupert
in the chair.
Minutes of meeting held April 24
were approved as read.
Monthly reports of city officers
were read and referred to the proper
committees.
Mr. Quinn, chairman fire committee, said, that in reference to the misunderstanding as to the ordering of
the fire bell, which matter had been
referred to his committee, he would
ask council o have Mr. L. W. Hfeld,
who, being present, explain the situation. Mr. Ilfeld said in part, that Mr.
department
O'Malley, chief of fire
had been urging him incessantly to
order the bell, he, (Mr. Ilfeld) taking
it for granted that the council had
authorized him to purchase the bell.
He had acted in good faith and the
bell was here on his hands. Council
agreed to accept the bell, but as the
cost Is so much more than M was
to be. Mr. T. R. Smith, secretary of the department, stated that
the members Intended to give an en.
tertainment shortly to raise funds to
meet the payment for he bell, provid-with
ed the council would
them.
Mr. Raynolds moved that the bell
be accepted and placed in the tower;
'that the proposition made by Mr.
Smith be also accepted and that council do cooperate with them in the
matter, seconded by Mr. Martin anil
carried.
Mr. T. R. Smith, secretary of the
fire department submitted financial
report of the department and report
on the election of their officers!!?:
Martin moved that the same be approved, second and carried.
Report on equipment of the department was referred to fire committee.
Mr. Martin said that, he would make
a full report on the condition of the
roof of the city hall at the next meet-

STATC

ment with easy terms on deferred
ments? See F. J. Wesner.

11

pay-

The regular fortnightly meeting of
the Harmony club will be held tomorrow afternoon with Mrs. 0. W. Herecarried the democratic primaries in ford at her home 717 Fifth street.
Nevada by over five to one over
Woodrow Wilson yesterday on the
Regular communication of Chap
face of the returns received up to man lodge No. 2 A. F. and A. M. tonoon today. Out of a total of 196 night at 7:30 o'clock. Work in M. M.
delegates to the state convention degree. All members are requested
which will convene at Fallon on June to be present. Visiting brothers arB
3, Clark has 147 and Wilson 27. Clark cordially invited to attend.
leaders claim their candidate will cap
NEW YORK LISTED STOCKS
ture the entire 22 remaining dele
The
closing sales were:
gates.
83
Wilson carried but two counties in Amalgamated Copper
131
American
Beet
Sugar
to
did
not
the state. Harmon
figure
106
Atchison
anv noticeable extent in the voting.
131
Creat Northern
119
New York Central
119
Northern Pacific
LIFE AND PROPERTY
177
Reading
112
Southern Pacific
DESTROYED IN TIRE Union Pacific
172
71
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd
Ill
LOGGERS SET FIRE
CARELESS
TO TREES IN WASHINGTON;
DAMAGE ENSUES.

d
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(Continued from Page One)

Ilellingham, Wash., May 10 Seven
men were burned to death, six square
miles of timber was destroyed and
four logging camps razed by a forest
fire that swept Skagit county. Wash.,
late yesterday. The property loss, in
addition to the timber, was $700,000.
News of the fire was received here
from
county.
Hamilton,
Skagit
Corpses of three men were found in
one camp this morning and the bodies of four others are known to be
In the ruins. The men lost their lives
In an effort to save the property of
their employers.
Two logging crews" had been engaged for several days burning slashA gate
lands.
ings on the logged-of- f
arose yesterday and sparks from a
brush fire set the forest afire. The
dryness caused the
extraordinary
flames to spread rapidly. One hundred and eighty persons from tbe
camp fled to Hamilton,
Dempsey
five miles away. Seven of the men
remained behind, believing ther could
save the property. The bodies of the
cook and two of his helpers were
found this morning. The other four
are missing and it is almost certain
they lost their lives.
Seven ranchmen are known to have
lost their houses, barns and all they
possessed. The refugees are flock
ing Into Hamilton and Sedro Wolley,
where they are being cared for. In
the logging camps two locomotives
were burned, with several donkey engines, a number of miles of railroad
and skid roads, all buildings and ap
paratus. The loss ol this class of
property alone Is placed at about

The fr&Truw aggregSTnJir trying lb
defeat the Tripp prize fight bill have
recently adopted a course we note by
press reports of the legislative
in just the
that is
opposite manner from what its inventors expected.
We refer to petitions from such
places as Boston for instance, asking ing.
the legislature to pass a bill prohib.
Mr. Martin stated, that Mrs. P. C.
iting prize fighting. For some 60 Carpenter had spoken to him about
years when we were shackled down a discrepancy in the frontage of her
with a territorial regime, Boston ami property on Fifth street, that sewer
Bostonians made a specialty of butting asessments against this property was
into our affairs. If the Apache In entered for 100 feet, when it measurdians went on the warpath and killed ed only 95 feet 6 inches, and he would
lot of Isolated ranchers, little chil- move that Mr. Morrison be Instructdren and defenseless women and we ed to
the lots, and make
formed a posse and shot all of the corrections, if any to be made, second
raiding Apaches we came wtihin ed by Mr. Wiegand and carried.
mayor
range of, Boston promptly came forMr. Raynolds moved that
ward with a stirring protest about and committee on ordinances be em
our treatment of Lo the poor Indian. powered to take up the matter of e
Boston and other eastern common
rates of licenses for special privwealths, with their fossolized card ileges and report at next meeting,
clubs and sewing circles put in their second by Mr. Wiegand and carried.
time resoluting on New Mexico and
Bond of City Treasurer H. C. Smith
New Mexico affairs at every opportu was submitted and on motion duly apnity. It seems that the states of the proved.
east whose members of congress aid- Petition from Mr. F. J. Wesner,
ed for so many years In keeping us asking council to order sidewalk to
under territorial government, have be built at corner of Eighth and
not awakened to the fact that we at Washington to alley, between Eighth
last are in the union and that we are and Ninth streets and from corner of
now proceeding to form our govern- Ninth and Washington to alley, and
ment and enact our own laws and also that a crosswalk be built at
that congress, nor Boston nor the Ninth and Washington, was read and
east nor any other state in the union referred to street and alley commit
has any more business sending out tee.
that
resolutions and protests against anysuggested.
Mr.
Wiegand
be-ithing we see fit to do that does not Messrs' White and Hilgers, who
to
of
the
address
constitution
conflict with the
present, be permitted
national government than the Em- the council on matters only pertain
press Dowager of China.
ing to city affairs. Both gentlemen
The Optic Is glad to see that tsese stated, that they had been ordered to
petitions and protests from outside remove their present locations of
sources are beginning to have the ef- stands for express wagons. This they
fect of creating sentiment for the thought was hardly fair as it deprived
Tripp bill. We have not crow to pick, them of a good deal of business, be
with any resident of this state who sides the many inconveniences the
is openly and honestly opposing the change would entail upon them, and
Tripp bill or any other bill. That is asked council to rescind the order.
their business. But we want to go Council told them that their wagons
on record at this stage of the game would have to be taken away from
by saying that a lot of self righteous there sooner or later and that it .lust
old croakers from Massachusetts or as well be done now; that it was also
Maine or Delaware, etc., who never interfering with traffic. Mr. Hays
have been In New Mexico, who never moved that these gentlemen be given
will be In New Mexico and who have until June 1, next, to renove their
nothing in common with us but who stands to Fountain Square, seconded
on the contrary put In their time yell- by Mr. Quinn and carried.
Council on motion adjourned
ing that we weren't fit for statehood
because we have always failed to
Miss Nllie.Meany, who has been
share their individual views, might
as well learn now to get over the hab- in Las'Vegas for several months, left
it of thinking they can run this state this afternoon for Atchison, Kan.
pro-cedin-
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Why pay rent when you can own
your own home for a small invest,

$100,000.

The fire burned over six square
miles near Hamilton. It Is estimated
that 50,000.000 feet of green timber
was burned. The fire today is sweep
ing toward the national forest reserve. Assistance from the forest
rangers is expected to check the
f'.ames. A light rain fell during the
night but a drenching rain is
to put out the fires.
TAX PAYMENTS.

n

Notice is hereby given that all unpaid taxes of A. D. 1911, will become
delinquent on June 1, 1912, and on
and after July 1, 1912, will be sub
Ject to 5 per cent penalty. The list
of delinquent taxes will be made and
published after July 1, 1912, penalttes
and costs will be added, Judgment?
recovered and property on which
taxes remain unpaid, will be sold.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 9
1912.

EUGENIO ROMERO,
Treasurer, San Miguel County, N. M.

Tomorrow night under the auspices of the Las Vegas chapter of the
Loyal Order of Moose a
boxing match between "Kid" Burns
of Chicago, and Jimmy O'Briei ot
Deming, will be staged in the K. of
P. hall. Only members ot the Moose
lodge will be admitted and an admission of 50 cents will be charged.

Did it ever occur'to you that our $15 Suits look as well ;nd w ear as
well as a $25 or $30 Suit you can buy elsewhere?
You save from SiO to $15 on the Suit. Then, too, you arc guaranteed
a fit. That means something to the well dressed man. Our clothes are
made by the very best tailors to be had. That means something too. We
invite you to call and see our large line of Spring Samples. We have
hundreds to select from. If you are hard to please, come to s e us, we
can suit you.

SAYS HE'S A PROGRESSIVE

Mount Vernon, Ohio, May IS. "1
believe in works added to faith and
who COM
I believe the progressive
not do anything is not equal to the
who doss do
reactionary
something."

$15.00

MAKERS OF THE CLOTHES WE SELL

--

$15.00

d
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STOCK YARDS BURNED
KansaB City, Mo., May 15. A cigarette thrown into a pile of hay by a
tramp Is believed to have started a
fire which swept a portion of the Kan-

WOOLEN

MS

MAKERS OF THE CLOTHES WE SELL.

-

608 DOUGLAS AVE

sas City stock yards early today causing damage estimated at $50,000.

EAST LAS VEGAS

qUAREDEAL
Our Policy In The Past, Present and Future
Has Been, Is, and Shall Be
"'A

Square Deal ToAll"

Our prices are always as low as others sometimes even lov er than others,
ask is a fair legitimate profit. "Make us prove it"

SUGGESTION GIFTS MONEY SAVING OFFERINGS

Silk Hose, Long Silk Gloves,
Fans, Snow White Under,
muslins, Bracelets, Beads,
Belts Buckles, Back Combs,
Handkerchiefs, Cut Glass,
Shirt Waists, Head Scarfs,
Fancy Hat Pins, Brooches,
Collars. Linens, Hand Bags.

Value Women's Black Hose
B 1 1 all sizes per pair

35c
65C

Lace Lisle Hose for Women, best

Yards percale, 27inch
limit to each Customer

16

10

store

39c
n nn

Graduate
and
June Bride
Silk Hose, Long Silk Gloves,
s.
Fans, Snow White
Bracelets, Beads,
Belts Bucklts, Back Combs,
Handkerchiefs, Cut Glass,
Under-muslin-

$2.79

yards,

Black Satin Hand Bags,
Newest Styles, each
Button Black and White all
silk Gloves, double tips, per pair

'The
IF ITS NEW

19c

1

make, per pair
Oxfords and Pumps, in Black vici
Cfl
d0
ijJUfUU Gvm Metal and Patent Colt per pair
Oxfords and Pumps, best makes,
$4.00 good assortment of styles & sizes,

$1.75

FDR THE SWEETGiRL

and 17

15-1- 6

Graduate And
June Bride

69c
$1.39

Shirt Waists,

Head Scarfs,
Hat
Fancy
Pins, Brooches.

$1.00 Collars, Linens, Hand Bags.

of Quality"
SATISFACTION

WE HAVE IT.

GUARANTEED

E. Las Vegas

,

we

SUGGESTION GIFTS

FORMAT

FOR THE SWEET GIRL

AH

M

M.

LAS VEUA8 DAILY OPTIC,

BIG ARENA

PERSONALS

The Prescriptionist

J. H. McHughes was in Las Vegas
today from Cerrillos on business.
W. R. Holly of Springer was in
Las Vegas today from his home on

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
loat sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WILL

SEAT 17,950
PEOPLE

business.
Mrs. 2. C. Schmidt will leave tomorrow afternoon on train No. 10 or
a trip to Kansas City.
Mrs. Martha King came In last
night from her home in Santa Fe and
was a visitor in Las Vegas today.
E. H. Thompson of Albuquerque,
came in last night from the Duke City
and was in Las Vegas today ou business.
J. E. Brown, Harvey house system

CONTRACT FOR THE ERECTION
OF STRUCTURE WAS LET TO
KAN8A8 CITY FIRM

MAY

WEDNESDAY,

15, 1912.

train No. 10 from California whan
he haa been playing winter ball. The
Indian is in excellent condition and
should be able to work out In the box
or at short slop In the opening game
In his usual classy style. Klrkland
arrived his afternoon on train No. 1.
He has been playing with the Soldiers
Home team In Leavenworth
doing
work on "the mound. Stevens is due
to arrive tonight.

Come to Our

Special

lOc

Embroidery
Sale

Announcement was made today
that the bid of a Kansas CKy firm
for the construction of the monster
All this week you will have
arena In which the Johnson-Flynan opportunity of buying:
bout for the heavyweight champion
15c, 20c, 25c embroidery at 10c
ship of the world will be staged ou
40c ladles union suits
.
.25c
Jack Cur- 4, had been accepted.
July
35c
the
from
ladies muslin pants.... 25c
last
arrived
night
auditor,
Local Promoter Charles
35c muslin corset covers. . . .25c
southern part of the state, on busi- ley and
that work upon th- declared
i
Men's leather hat bands.... 25c
ness,
WINTERS DRUG CO.
would begin this week. The
6 large cakes toilet
G. V. Hanlon, Santa Fe tie Inspec- structure
soapj. .25c
In Mountain-air- , arena will seat 17,950 people. It .will
boxes
Enamelled
with
25c
letter
tor,
headquarters
&
Phone Main
section
3 cups and saucers
was in Las Vegas today on busi- be located near the business
25c
of the city, either at the end of Sixth
3 large dinner
ness.
25c
plates
of the Santa Fe
5 blown glass tumblers
Mrs. N. S. Belden Is in Las Vegas street or jus! east
25c
Is the
location
The
latter
tracks
2 20c platters
from the Belden farm on the mesa
25c
con
most favored, as it is the most
2 glazed bakers, bowls and
and is a guest at St Anthony's
venient. If tt can toe secured it is
bakers
25c
that the big structure will be
there
1 lot
Gilbert Rotenwald returned this
25c
painted
jardineers
view
in
is
plain
erected. This site
Silk mull auto scarfs
25c
morning ah the California Limited
tracks and as every
from a two weeks' trip to Kansau from the Santa Fe
25c
Crystal vinegar emits .
who passes through here
passenger
8 ladies handkerchiefs
City and Denver.
25c
would have an opporE. T. Plowman, manager of the on day trains
Ladies
extra
apron,
large
at the arena while In
Castaneda hotel, arrived this after tunity of looking
25c
bargain
and after
construction
of
the
process
noon on train No. 1 from Kansas City
Wood chopping bowls
25c
the big ring event
where he has been for the past six its completion,
sauce
Large
lipped
granite
adwould get considerable additional
weeks.
30 inch fast colored figured
25c
pans
in
Batiste
Mr. and Mrs. George Crossen ami vertising.
A good grade razor strop... 25c
light and dark patone
is
the
The
Johnson.Flynn fight
terns at 10c a yard.
family are in Las Vegas from Lamy
is being played
An 1,000 bargains at the
will reside In the house at 1235 topic of interest that
and
40 inch Bordered Lawu in
on sporting pages throughout the
up
Mi.
which
owned
Seventh
is
Btreet,
by
the newest Grecian effects, all
land. The traveling public, reading
Crossen.
5-1colors at 15 a yard.
0
battle for the heavy
Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Earlckson left about the coming
when
can
they
expect,
title,
weight
Cotton Folards, large assortFort
Sumner
afternoon
for
yesterday
look out of the
ment of colors, at 15c a yard.
after spending seevral days in Las reach Las Vegas, to
view the huge arena, If
window
and
couVegas, vlsltng Mr. Earlckson's
Egyptian Tissue Ginghams,
it is located east of the track. The
Office
Opposite Wells-Farj- jo
sin, Perry Earlckson.
at 20c and 25c a yard.
announce!?
be
will
exact
location
H. J. Maxwell, a conductor on the
soon.
Silk and Linen mixed foulChicago and Northwestern railroad,
arrangements
all
Curley today made
at
shades
ards,
leading
president of Lodge No. 424 Brotherfor the
tickets
of
the
for
30c a yard.
handling
ChicaIn
hood of Railroad Trainmen,
will
The
event.
pasteboards
go, who has been vlsltng in Las Ve- big ring
of
chart
a
with
be
together
placed,
gas for several weks, left this mornWells
the
of
hands
in
the
the arena,
Hoffman & Graubarth
ing on train No. 8 for the Windy
Fargo exipress agents in every good
City,
sized town and city in the country.
country.
(The Popular Priced Store)
to attenu
Each person who wishes
Agent! or The New Idea 10c Pattern!
can go to his local express
the
fight
The temperature last night, wbicii
out his seat and rest asPhone Main 104.
vas registered as 27 degrees at the office, pick when he reaches Las Vesured that
Normal University volunteer weathhe will find his location set aside
er bureau, was one of the coldest on gas
THE ENTIRE SQUAD WILL
BE
for him.
record for the month of May. It Is
will be no
there
that
READY
TWO
FOR
WORKOUT8
says
Curley
e
thought that the sudden drop in
general admission tickets, every one
TOMORROW
coming at a time when the of the J7.950 seals being reserved
were
with
and
rain
trees
covered
In case the demand for seats becomes
With the opening game of the ball
snow, will have a disastrous effect
than is expected, 3,00 addl season in Las
on the fruit crop in this1 section of the greater
Vegas scheduled for
in
the
REGULAR DINNER
tional seats tan be placed
between
the Maroons and
Saturday
arpiiA without Impairing the view of Dawson, the Meadow
I
City aggregation
'
MONEY TALKS NOW.
the ring from those In the original has not had a work-ou-t
and the baseSUNDAY DINNER
Two frame houses on two lots close plat. Mark Lewis of Chicago, treasball
is
management
praying for
in. You can rent one house and live urer of the match, was Instructed toclear days tomorrow and Friday that
Kannow
to
In
the other free. Price
$1,600. day by Curley by wire to go
Finest A La Carte Bill in the State, i
the squad may put in some good
You don't need all cash.
sas City at once and secure plats of "licks" In
preparation for the Miners.
IURIMFS & RUSH, rrnnc.
Investment and Agency Corporation, the arena and look after the seatlnfT
The warm sunshine today did much
Main 40.
will
be
engravarrangements. Tickets
toward drying up the grounds at
ed at once and will be on sale by the
Amusement park and the players
first of next week all over the land.
to work tomorrow morning and
hope
The San Miguel National hank of this afternoon. One
thing in their favor
city has been named as the official is that all of the regular Maroons have
received
depository and all moneys
been playing ball In the early spring
from seat sales will he kept there unand are In good condition. With a
til after the bout, when the princi
to play together before
re- few chances
pals and all others who are to
the
first
game they should be
regular
will
ceive monetary considerations,
Distributing
In readiness to put up a good game.
be paid off.
The Maroons' outfield Is a cracker
Agents
WAGONS
Curley and O'Malley say that there
and It la doubtful if any of the
jack
at the
will be an immense crowd
In the southwest will he able
sluggers
asare
fight. They say they already
to
safely In this terrt
anything
drop
sured of an attendance of 10,DO0 peowill be seen in right field
Ellis
tory.
ple from New Mexico, Arizona, Texas, Jack
Lyons In center and Tommy
Colorado and Oklahoma.
IMPLEMENTS
Clark
formerly of DawBOn In left. The
Although six inches of snow fell Infield will be made
up of men who
Monday and Tuesday Flynn did not
and for
never
have
together
played
let up on his long walks and runs.
will be
workout
reason
a
this
good
were
This morning, though the roads
VEHICLE
SADDLES
N. H.
team
work.
to
get
necesary
Full Line of
heavy, he hiked six miles at a pace
HARNESS
hold
will
In
SEEDS
all
probability
Mclntyre
that would wind je ordinary indivi
down the Initial sack, with J. A. Shirsaw
trainers
His
time.
dual in quick
on second base. It Is probable
to it that he got a good rubdown ana ley
"Chief" Lockhart will play In the
that
his
are watching him to prevent
N. M.
field and Owens on third.
short
the
growing stiff. Flynn Is still putting
and
Shirley came to Las
Molntyre
on weight and will continue to do so
Kansas and have the refrom
Vegas
his
of
until the arrival
Tommy Ryan,
of being a fast and hard hittrainer. This morning he weighed putation
of ball tossers. The Chief's
pair
ting
215. He expects to be In the best
as an
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
speaks
possible physical condition when he reputation
often
been
has
Owens
and
him
for
begins his real work. Then Ryan can
been the
action
seen
in
here;
.having
as
as
him
run the flesh off
rapidly
of the fast Trinidad team
desires without impairing his third sacker
of the past three years.
strength.
R. Barclay of Wlliams, Ariz., anri
Public sentiment in Las Vegas is
another Arizona lad, will
Ruckles,
strong for the fight. Nearly every
the position behind the
out
for
try
of
show window contains photographs
worked out with the
hat.
Barclay
Flynn and Johnson, and souvenir post
In Sunday's benefit game
Yannigans
cards bearing their likenesses are in
and looked like a winner, but as
great demand.
Buckles has never been seen In action
here tt Is hard to eay which of the
two Is best fitted for the position.
Buckles has been In Flagstaff, Ariz.,
R
OVERLAND MODEL 59
BRAIDS AND PUFFS MADE
during the past winter and Is said to
he one of the best backstops In the
TO ORDER
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
southwest. He will arrive tonight on
.

.

WASH GOODS

,

and 25c
Store

MAROONS COMING
ON

j

EVERY

TRAIN

tein-piatur-

i Cafe
g1,

De Luxe I
25c

i

35c

t

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
BAIN
WEBER

EMERSON
McCORMIGK

THE PLAZA

X

LAS VEGAS,

show yon.

Las Vegas Automobile

&

Machine

Co.

OF HUMAN HAIR to match
any shade. Will also make
up your combings.
AT TAICHERT'S

Prone Main 344,

Whalen,

&

Fowler Prep

PHONE

VEGAS 340

train

No. 2.
Hutch Brown, the big
southpaw
from Gallup, Chief Lockhart, Roy

Stevens, a speedy twirler from
from
and Klrkland, a pitcher
Leavenworth, Kan., will do the twirl
ing for the Maroons this season.
Lockhart arrived this afternoon on
Bls-be-

e

ACCUSED

TELLS THE

ATTORNEY

COURT

HE WISHES

ton, formerly of the McNamara defense, to whom, the state declared,
Darrow admitted his guilt, also win
be called as a witness for the prosecution. It was expected that at least
10 days or two weeks would be required to secure a Jury.

and regardless of the impatience of
owners and traveling public alike,
choose as his motto "Make
Port,"
rather than "Make Time." H.
Windsor, in the June number of Pop
ular Mechanics Magaaine,

tt

WIFE ASKS DIVORCE.
Salt Lake City, Utah. May 16. The
proceedings in the divorce suit
brought by Clarissa R. Marsh against
George J. Marsh, which was called
for trial In the district court here today, will be followed with much interest, as the case Is intended as a
test of the legal status of a Mormon
plural wife. Marsh, who is 82 yean
old, took a first wife in 1864, and
this couple had 10 children. In 1888
he married the complainant under the
rites ot the Mormon faith, the "celestial" marriage ceremony being performed in the temple at Logan. Six
children were born to this couple.
Troubles came in after years and the
second wife finally determined that
it was necessary to establish her stat- and ttat of her MUrmm 0n
of coune 8ne brought suit for
Marsh has set up the de- divorce.
(eng0 that 8ne lg not , ,ega, wlfe
The status of thousands of other plural wives and their children is involved In the decision In this case.
PLURAL

TO BE TRIED

n

NEW DAINTY

i

DARROW READY

attorney's conversation during The Quebec bridge felL bat a larger
and stronger is reaching its arms
the time Franklin was on trial.
Detective Guy Biddinger of Chi- across the St Lawrence.
There is much the shipbuilder can
cago, who, the prosecution declared,
was offered a bribe by Darrow to do to safeguard human life, bat after
make reports on the prosecution's all It most ever rest with the naviwork, and Attorney John R. Harring- gator to exercise the utmost caution,
of the

NO DE-

LAYS TO OCCUR.
Los Angeles, May 13. Clarence S.
'arrow of Chicago, chief counsel for
the McNamara brothers Tn the l.o
Angeles dynamiting case and one ot
the best known criminal lawyers in
the United States, was placed on trial
before Judge George Hutton in the
superior court today, under an indict
ment charging him with having attempted to bribe a juror in the McNamara trial. When he appeared in
court, Darrow said he was ready for
trial; would ask no delay; that he
was Innocent of any wrong-doing- ,
and
that he had no fear of the outcome
of the case.
Darrow Is being defended by Earl
Rogers, former Judge Cyrus McNutt
of Indiana; Will Anderson and him
self,
having announced that he
would make application to the court
to be recognized as an attorney of record in his own case. The prosecution
is in charge
of District
Attorney
John D. Fredericks, who conducted
the McNamara prosecution. He
today:
"The evidence against Darrow is
as strong as It was against the
Among the witnesses to
b called, attorneys for the prosecution declared, would be Mrs. Ortle E.
McManlgai, wife of the star witness
in the McNamara case, provided she
was willing to come from Chicago.
Other witnesses to be called include Bert H. Franklin formerly chief
investigator for Darrow, and who recently was fined $4,000 for having attempted to bribe one of ihe McNamara jurors. Another indictment
still is pending against him. At his
trial, Franklin testified that Darrow
directed him to bribe the jurors and
gave him the necessary money to do
It. The $4,000 found on his person
when he was arrested, he testified,
was part of the funds Darrow had
given him. To corroborate Franklin's
testimony, it was stated, the state
would introduce
evidence secured
through the use of a telephonic device placed in Darrow's room, which
is alleged to have recorded portions
1

OCEAN

TRAVEL

REFORM

The requiems are chanted; the tolling of bells has ceased; flags once
more flutter from their peaks; and
the greatest sea tragedy of modern
times fades from mind as the world
gets under full headway once more.
If the lesson is heeded, precious lives
will not have been lost wholly in vain ;
just as an Irojuois fire made safer
playhouses and a S locum excursion
boat brought its needed reforms. It
Is the province of these pages to deaf
with the mechanical features of the
Titanic disaster rather than Indulge
in rhetorics, and to summarise the
practical safeguards which should re- sult. The log of the maiden trip of
the hugest, costliest, most luxurious
craft ever floated is marred with
rious shortcomings. A mistaken con-fidence in her strength, a reckless
'speed iu a known danger zone, insuf
ficient lifeboats, and a crew not yet
drilled in team work are a part, but
quite sufficient, of the awful confession of inadequacy. There were rich,
ly furnished Turkish baths and gymnasiums; costly bronze Arabian lamps
swing In the smoke room ; the Pari-siocafe, bathed in soft lights, was
beautiful with creeping Ivy twined on
portion trelllnna llkn noma Rummer
bower; but there was not one pair
of binoculars for the men In the
crow's neat The decorations on the
walls of the Louis XVI salon alone
would have bought lifeboats sufficient
contain 6,000 souls.
The beautiful and comfortable are
not to be displsed, but what a mockery they become when the real essentials are forgotten. Already plans are
making for international regulation ot
passenger-carryinalready
ships;
ship owners are advertising the southern course, and sufficient lifeboats
with drilled crews to man them. But
these will not avail, in the frenzy for
speed, ships shall continue to plunge
through fogs at express train speed
On other pages of this magazine
experts point out the mechanical
weaknesses of the Titanic find fell
how they may be avoided In future.
Contrary to general belief the bigness
of a ship need not necessarily spell
weakness when In the open sea, un
less it ibein some great Istorm; Hence
it "does not follow that the building
vast hulls will cease. Even now
three vessels longer and heavier than
the Titanic, are under construction.
1

PRESBYTERY MEET.
Rristol, Tenn., May 15 A large
proportion nt the delegates to the
annual general assembly of the
Southern Presbyterian church, which
ens here tomorrow, have already
arrived in town, and the remainder
are expected before tomorrow morning. The gathering will opon with
the annual sermon ot toe retiring
moderator, Rev. Russell Cecil, D. D.
of Richmond, Va. One of the moat
Important matters to come before
the assembly this year is tha proposed union with the United Presbyterian church. Plans also will be discussed to increase tho membership
and influence of the church. A laymen's campaign alrevl? has been
launched with the ebeet of adding
60,000 to the membership the coming
year and of raising benevolences
from $500,000 to $1,500 00'..
SOUTHERN

MOUNTAIN- - STATES i.WtGU
Charleston, W. Via., May 15. Opening games were scheduled today In
the 1912 season of the Mountain
States Baseball league. The league
embraces six clubs, located In Hunt- ington, Middleport and Pomeroy, Ash-o- f
land and Catlettshurg, Williamson,
Ironton and Charleston. A season of
120 games will be played.
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WE WILL HAVE SPECIAL PRICES ON EVERY ARTICLE.

ONE DOLLAR
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few of the many Bargains

Mercerized poplin all colors
35c
Mercerized fancy Waisting
35c
All Wool Cashmeres all colors
65c
All Wool Serges 36 in. all colors
75c
All Wool Suitings 36 in. all colors
75c
All Wool Serges 54 in. all colors $1.50
We have

19c
quality
19c
quality
39c
quality
49c
quality
49c
quality
quality $1.10

taffatas, messalines, Foulards Crepes and Satins

in all colors

and widths at greatly reduced Prices.
JUST THE THING FOR GRADUATION

DRESSES AND EVENING

COATS AND PARTY DRESSES.
JUST RECEIVED

A
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LINE

OF
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WRITE
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MY LADY OF DOUBT
By R.ANDALL PARRISH

Author oi "Lore Under Fire," ' My Lady of the North," etc.
Illustrations by HENRY THIBDE
Copy n tin A. C, McCun

(GonUtfued

from

Yesterday)
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but we na. 1 oniy snow Tom ana
I
held the rear, sweeping circles of
eath with our whirling
tiling back step by step as we fought.
At last I felt the bottom stairs with
my foot, and heard a voice shout:
"Come up, sir! We'll hold 'em now!"
Then I was above the heads of the
mob, gripping the rail, and sobbing for
breath. There followed a moment's
wait, an instant of hesitancy. I began
to see and feel once more. Below us
the ball was jammed with men, so
closely pressed together as to be almost helpless. Blood streamed from a
cut in my forehead, nearly blinding
me, but I wiped It away, and took one
glance at their angry upturned faces,
and gained a glimpse of my own men.
There were but six of us, and one of
these lay helpless propped against the
wall. Tom and I stood alone, bis face
blackened by powder, his shirt ripped
Into rags; the other three were above,
pistols In hand.
"Are they loaded T" I gasped.
"Yes, sir."
"Stand ready then, but look out for
above; there was a guard up there
C,

gun-barrel-

CHAPTER

XXXIII.

The Fight In the Hall.
Scarcely comprehending that Claire
fcad escaped from the room, I was
oi
wept forward by the onrush
bodies. The preacher was knocked
headlong beneath the table, but Fagln
ay motionless underfoot. Jones and
Grant turned to a door at the right,
land I leaped after them. One of the
two fired, and the ball struck my
smoulder, the impact throwing me
fcack against one of my men. An
I felt sick and dlisy, yet realised I was not seriously hurt, and
managed to stagger to my feet. The
Moor waa closed and locked, and, a
I began to!
teoueh my head reeled,
clearly.
"The other way, lads!" I cried.
fQulck, into the hall!"
tumbled out through the narrow
I found myself next to
tWe and
But we were too late to head
ion the fugitives, or prevent their
achieving their purpose. In through
ithe rear door, confused as to what
jhad occurred, yet shouting fiercely,
jpoured Fagln's wolves, seeking iron
ble. They were a wild,
and dirty even in that
lot.
dim light. 'For an instant, congested
within the limits of the hallway, both
toldes paused, staring at each other in
mutual surprise and hesitation. Then
3 heard Jones' bellow of command, and
Grant's nasal voice profanely ordering
them to come on. With us there remained no choice; we must fight It
out where we were, regardless of num-

Tom."

ne turneo

ms race sagnny.
"Move back a step or two more;
we've got to hold them."
"All right, sir."
I felt weak from loss of blood, my
head reeling, and had to hold to the
rail. Below us, growling like wild
beads, but seemingly leaderless, the
mob crushed forward to the foot of
the stairs. Suddenly I saw Grant, and
the sight of him gave me new life.
"You black-facehound," I called
down angrily. "You've kept yourself
safe so far. Now come on."
He snarled some answer, what, I
bers.
"Fire! you damned fools fire!" know not. There1 was an empty pistol
in my belt, and flung it at him with
roared Jones, and there was a crash- all
the force of my arm. He dodged,
smoke
dense
of
the
swirling
ing guns,
the
weapon striking the man behind.
A
at
my right
between us.
Dragoon
went sprawling; another behind gave With a howl of rage the fellows leaped
vent to a yell as he plunged head first toward us, bearing Grant on the crest
Dradown the basement stairs. There was of the wave. The pistols of the
the
three
goons
cracked;
fell,
blocking
of
the sound of splintering wood,
stairs with their bodies. We had room
breaking glass. I felt the blood In my now in which to
swing our iron bars,
of It.
to
rough-lookin-

W

the fever
veins leap
We were upon the fellows with a
rush, firing in their very faces, and
leaping madly at them. There was
tittle room between the walls, barely
to fight in,
space for a
shoulder to shoulder, but those behind, eager to strike also, pressed up
ao recklessly that we hurled them
back. To me it was all confusion, uproar, deadly fighting. I could think
of nothing to right or left, only of the
struggling devils in my front. Faces,
forms, came and vanished in the swirl
whirled
of smoke, brown
before me, flashes of fire burned my
nvps, tnnB 'aaiwres. bearded, maJU- nant, glared at me. I leaped straight
at them, striking fiercely. Once I saw
Grant, and aimed a blow at him. Then
be waa gone, swallowed in the ruck.
Our mad onrush swept them back,
fcelpless, demoralized. I stumbled over
bodies, slipped In pools of blood, yet
kept my feet. Every muscle ached; I
was cut and pounded, yet drove into
the mass, shouting to those behind:
"Come on, lads! Come on! We're
driving them!"
A yard, two yards, three beyond
the door where the men had escaped
we won our way. Then they could go
no further. Blocked, unable to retreat,
wedged helplessly against the far end
of the hall they turned like cornered
prats. I could see nothing of Jones,
but I heard him, raging like a fiend.
"Now, you curs, now!" he stormed.
Tou cowardly scum perhaps youH
fight when you cant run! What are
you afraid of? There's only a handful,
Orou can chew 'em up, If you will! Push
em back, there! Push 'em back!"
With a yell of rage, those crushed
against the wall hurtled forward, driving the others; men were lifted and
burled at us; others gripped at our
feet; by sheer force of numbers they
wept us backward. It was hand to
band, neither side having time to reload their weapons. The smoke rose,
permitting a view of the shambles.
There was a tangle of arms, a jumble
of faces. They were maddened beasts,
desperate, revengeful. Hands clutched
at us, gun butts were thrust into our
faces, the crush too dense to permit
of their being swung overhead. My
Dragoons bad their sabres out, and
stood to it like men, the steel blades
dripping as they tasted blood. But
killing one only brought a new man to
(the front One does not see so much
as feel in such a jumble. Yet I knew
we were worsted, outnumbered. They
came at us like a battering ram. I
caw the sergeant shot through the
forehead; I saw Eric go down beneath
a crushing stroke, and roll under my
feet. I stepped on bodies, fighting for
my own life as I never fought before.
Somewhere I had gripped a gun out of
dead fingers and swung it savagely,
smashing the stock at the first blow,
bat retaining the twisted iron. The
Intensity of excitement seemed to
clear my brain. I began to distinguish
voices, to notice faces. I heard Grant
yell safely In the rear; I heard Jones'
xosr, "To hell with 'em! To hell with
"em!" Out of the murk of struggling
figures I made out his black beard,
the gleam of yellow fangs, and leaped
toward him, striking men down until
T waa able to swing at his head. He
-went over like a stricken ox under a
Jbutcher's as, knocking aside two men
as he fell. It gave me chance to
pring out of the melee.
"To the stairs, men! The stairs I "
I cried. "We can hold them there!"
I "f.pnot describe now how yejmade
half-doze-

gun-barre-

rroiy tores on their rest when we
got in. Hullo, Lawrence, getting back
to the world, ladT
"Yes," I managed to answer, feeling
strength enough to lift myself, and
vaguely noticing his features. "Is that
you, Farrell?"
"It certainly la," cheerfully. "Duval
has his arm about you, and the Camden boys are herding those devils
You bad some fracas
down below.
from the way things look. How many
men had you?"
I rubbed my head, endeavoring
to
recollect, staring down into the hall.
It was filled with dead and wounded
men, and at the foot of the stairs was
a pile of bodies.
"Twelve, altogether," I replied finally. "They they were too many for
us."
"Three to one, or more, I should
judge. We got here Just In time."
I was up now, looking Into tbelr
faces, slowly grassing the situation.
"Yes," I said, feeling the necessity
"How did It happen?
of knowing.
What brought you? Washington"
"All natural enough.
Clinton got
away night before last with what was
left of his army. Left fires burning,
and made a forced march to the ships
at Sandy Hook. Left everything to
save his troops. Washington, realising the uselessness of holding them
longer, sent most of his militia home.
About six miles out there on the pike
road a
preacher named
Jenks came up with us. He was too
badly frightened to tall a straight
rcorj, out we got out of him that there
was a fight on here, and came over as
fast as our horses would travel 1" His
eyes swept the hall. "Five minutes
?ild-- k&va hM too tat."
--

half-craz-
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Estray Advertisement
notice is nereey given to wnom it
may concern that the folk) wing described estray animal was taken up by
F. M. Goodin, Three Rivers, N. M.
one two year old red mot.
tley faced, yellow spot on left side,
heifer, weighing 500 lbs., and 7 feet
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Said animal being unknown to this RATE8
Board, unless claimed by owner on or

before June 5, lt)12, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M
1st pub. May H, last pub. May 24, '12

FOR

CLASSIFIED

N

j

ADVER-

TISEMENTS

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a Una
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All
advert Is ments charged
will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of words
Cash In sdvance preferred.

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Southwestern Irrl. Land & Power Co.,
x)s Lunas, N. M.
One old sorrel horse
Branded

NO. t, A. F. &
com. Regular
A
munication first and
third Thursday in sash
month. Visiting brothers cordially invited
R. Murray,
N. O. Herman, W. IL;
Secretary.

right hip

LuOQE

j

Karl Werts, Treasurer;
cemetery trustee.

Secretary;

C. V. Hedgcock,

Charles Greenclay.

at

T:80

p

m.

Sec-

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804. Meets second and fosrtt
Thursday in O. R C. hall. Pioneer
building. Visiting members are cer
disily invited. W. R. Tipton. G. 8L

M. R.
O.

Williams, H. P.; F.
Blood, Secretary.

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
9 Meets first and third Fridays lr
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Trips,
Secretary. Phone Main 119, 120
Grand avenue

Wanted

E. P. Mackpl, F. S.
B. P. O. ELKS

'

eoond

Meet

fourth Tuesday evening of asr
visim.
month at O R. C. bull
brothers are cordially indued
"
H. Hunker, Exalted KuVr
Condon, Secretary

MeeU first and third Tumi
day evenings each month, at Wood
man hall. Visiting Brothers cor
A.
M
dially Invited to attend.
Adler, President: E. C. Ward. Sec
retary.

F, O. E.
FRATERNAL

d

For Rent

Pie,

RAN8FORD

Branded

Said animal being unknown to this
unless claimed by owner on or WANTED Sewing. Silk roses made
Board,
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
to order. 614 Twelfth street. Phone
before June 5, 1912, said date being
10 days after last
Purple 5462.
appearance of this
GOOD NEWS.
will
said
be sold
advertisement,
estray
Many East Las Vegas Readers Have
by this Board for the benefit of the TRUSTWORTHY MEN or women
Heard it and Profitted Thereby.
wanted as local representatives of
owner when found.
"Good news travels fast," and the
High-clas- s
responsible manufacturer.
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD,
thousands of bad back sufferers In
merchandise
and
clean
selling
Albuquerque, N. M.
East Las Vegas are glad to learn that
methods. $12.00 per week guaran1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, '12
prompt relief is within their reacn
teed on easy conditions, with posMany a lame, weak and aching back
sibility of $30.00 and advance. Exla bad no more, thanks to Doan's KidEstray Advertisement
Manufacperience not necessary.
is
Notice
to
whom it
hereby given
ney Pills. Our citizens are telling
Box 278, Philadelphia
turer,
the good news of their experience may concern that the following de- with the Old Quaker Remedy. Here icrlbed estray animal was taken up by
$10.00 A DAY easily made by hustr
Candldo Chavez, Casa Salazar.
is an example worth reading:
ling agent Write at once for full
One bay horse, 15 years
S. P. Flint, Central House, Grand &
information. Arizona Sales Agency,
4
5
N.
feet
old,
inches
Las
East
high, weighing
Vegas,
Douglas Aves.,
Phoenix, Arizona.
Mex., says: "I am as firm a believer 400 lbs., swallow fork both ears.
Branded
In the merit of Doan's Kidney Pills toOne left shoulder
day as when I first publicly recom
mended them about seven years ago.
FOR RENT Suite
of
furnished
Branded
At that time Doan's' Kidney Pills
rooms
for
light
housekeeping.
On
P.ocV
left hip
were procured at the Center
Good location. Price right. Cutler
Pharmacy and they entirely relieved
Said animal being unknown to this
Brothers.
me of backache and other symptojas Board, unless claimed by owner on or
of disordered kidneys. The benefits before June 5, 1912, said date
being FOR RENT
Two
houses.
See
10 days after last appearance of this
derlyeu have been permanent,"
Ilfeld
Charles
r.O
Company.
Price
dealers.
all
sale
For
by
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Foster-Milbur-n
cents.
Co., Buffalo. by this Board for the benefit of the
New York, sole agents for the United owner when found.
States.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
BABY CHICKS Pure bred S. C.
Remember the name Doan's an1
Albuquerque, N. M
Reds 10c. Chicks from selected
take no other.
14.
1st pub. May
last pub. May 24, '12
stock 15c. All strong, vigorous
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Osage
chicks.
Estray Advertisement
BROMO
Take LAXATIVE
Quinine
Kan.
City;
Is
Notice
hereby given to whom It
Tablets. Druggists refund money it
concern that the following deIf fails to cure.
E. W. GROVE'S sig may
Estray Advertisement
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Colonel Mortimer Waa Propped Up nature is on eacu box. 25c.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Southwestern Irrl Land & Power Co.,
on His Pillow, One Hand Grasping
may concern that the following deJ. E. McKeen, 1301 Cleveland Los Lunas.
a Pistol.
1
Two
chestnut
sorrel mares. scribed estray animal was taken up by
street, Wichita, Kansas, reports:
Juan Lucero, Villa Nueva, N. M.
and we battered them like demons. I suffered from kidney troub' had
Branded
One 8 year old bay mare.
lost sight of Grant, the red drip of
pains across my back, and was
On left thigh
blood over my eyes making all before all played out. I began taking Foley
Branded
Said animal oeing unknown to this
me a mist. I only knew enough to Kidney Pills and soon there was a deOn left shoulder
strike. Yet light as we would there cided Improvement. Finally the pain Board, unless claimed by owner on or
was no holding them. We were foroed left entirely and I am fully cured of before June 5, 1912, said date being
Said animal being unknown to this
'to give way. Guns began to spit fire. all my kidney trouble." O. G. Shhae-fer- , 10
last appearance of this Board, unless claimed by owner on or
after
days
I saw the wounded Dragoon dragged
Red Cross Drug Co.
advertisement, said estray willVbe sold before June 5, 1912, said date being
down under the feet of the mob;
by this, Board for the benefit of the 10 days after last appearance of this
I
hands gripped my legs, and kicked
Estray Advertisement
owner
when found.
advertisement said estray will be sold
at the faces in my effort to tear loose.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
by this Board for the benefit of the
Tom reeled against the wall, his arm mav concern that the following de
owner when found.
shattered by a blow, and one of the scribed estray animal was taken ap by
Albuquerque, N. M.
men above came tumbling over me,
1st
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
'12
14,
last
24,
pub.
May
May
pub.
M.
N.
shot dead. The fall of him cleared N. Aulbert, Stanley,
Albuquerque, N. M.
brown
One
dark
horse,
the stairs an Instant; then the rail
1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, '12
9 year
Advertisement
about
and
Estray
tall
mane,
black
over
with
and
several
broke,
toppled
it I stumbled back almost to the top. old, weighing about 900 lbs., 15 hands Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Estray Advertisement
may concern that the following desweeping the hair and blood out of high.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
my eyes. What what was the matscribed
was
animal
taken
estray
up by
Branded
BM Dallas B.
may concern that the following deter? They were running, those fellows
Jones, Carlsbad.
On
left
thigh
down
there struggling,
fighting
One gray horse about 13 scribed estray animal was taken up by
M. P. Tabner, Silver City,
among themselves to get away. Oaths,
Said animal being unknown to tbis hands high,
weighing about 650 lbs.,
yells, cries of sudden fear, made a per- Board, unless claimed by owner on or
One gray horse about 1
14
ten
or
old.
years
fect babel. I could not understand, before June 5, 1912, said date
old.
years
being
could not grasp the meaning of the
Branded
Branded
sudden panic. Who were those men 10 days after last appearance of this
On left hip
bo sold
On left thigh
surging in through the front door, advertisement, said estray will
Said animal being unknown to this
pouring out through the library? Then by this Board for the benefit of the
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
owner when found.
a voice roared out:
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
before
June
5,
1912,
said
date
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
being
"Bedad, they're Fagln's
10 days after last appearance of this before June 5, 1912, said date being
N.
M.
byes ter hell wid 'em!"
Albuquerque,
Where had I heard the voice before? 1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, '12 advertisement said estray will be sold 10 days after last appearance of this
I sank down, too weak to stand, my
by this Board for the benefit of the advertisement said estray will be sold
head hanging over the edge of the
owner when found.
by this Board for the benefit of the
stairs. Some hand drew me back, but
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
I had no strength left. Only I could
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
think and the truth came to me.
1st
'12
14,
pub.
last
May
24,
Albuquerque, N. M.
pub. May
Camden militia! Camden militia! By
1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, '12
all the gods, Farrell was there! It
was the voice of the Irish minute man
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
I hear the night we captured Dela-- i
"MADE IN CANADA"
van's raiders. Then I closed my eyes.
may concern that the following deMontreal,
May 15. A special train
and forgot
scribed estray animal was taken up by
of ten carloads of Canadian manJ. M. Vigil, Quests, N. M.
CHAPTER XXXIV.
ufactures, chiefly farming and grain
One 2 year old mare, sor
implements, started from Montreal tosix
rel,
4
hundred
weighing
feet
lbs.,
Searching for Claire.
day for an exhibition tour of Ontario
high.
I was unconscious, yet not for long
and the west. The project is under
Branded
The first touch of water served to re
direction of the Canada Home
the
I
and
aware
became
vive me,
that an
On right hip
Market association and Its purpose is
arm supported my head, although
There are no germs In our Ice.
Said animal being unknown to this to show the farmers of western Caneverything was indistinct before my
There Is no Ice purer than ours. Keep Board, unless claimed
eyes.
by owner on or ada that Canadian manufactures are
"More water, Mike," said a voice your health during this hot weather before June 5, 1912, said date being fully capable of holding their own
close at hand. "Yes, that will da. by only using pure Ice. You will be 10
of this with any and all United States mandays after last
Where is Farrell? Oh, Dan, this is making no mistake In ordering your advertisement said appearance
estray will be sold ufactured articles. Atfer spending a
Lawrence."
Major
Ice from us, as we guarantee It to be by this Board for the benefit of the
day in Ottawa, Toronto, Fort Williams
"One of the Dragoons said he was
pure. Phone your order
absolutely
owner when found.
and Port Arthur the train will begin
in command. Hurt badly?"
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
a tour that will embrace 100 of the
"No, I think not; but utterly ex we'll do the rest
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
hausted, and weak from loss of blood.
Albuquerque, N. M. leading cities and towns of the praiPhone 227 Main.
They PJt up a, ganje, flgjit."
1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, 12 rie provinces.
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KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Ss
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
conclave Seconal Taes-JPsrooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
day In each month at Mao'clock
p. m Visiting brothers are
D.
C.
m.
7:30
sonic Temple at
p.
Isaac AppeL
corduy Invited
Boucher, 8. C; Chan. Tamos. Re

To-wi- t:

On

BUM.9

8

NO.
BROTHERHOOD
101 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
o'clock.
Visiting members are
cordially welcome. E. EL Gehrlng,

president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Meet in the forest of brotheri
love at Woodmen of the Wort
hall, on the second and fourth Ft
day of each month at 8 p. m C, C"
v
Consul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk

ATTORNEYS
A HUNKER

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

Chester A. Hunk
Attorneys at Law.
New Mexico

l.a Vegas.

10CA1 TIME CARD

lng neighbors are especially
come and cordially invited.

EAST BOUND
1
NO.
LODGE
DORADO
EL
Meet
PYTHIAS
KNIGHTS
OF
every Monday ere
ning in Oastle Hall.

Sf

Bfck

v

For Sale

Visiting Knights arc
invited.
cordially
Chas. E. Liebsoh
nler, Che n e e 1 1 o i
Commander. Harry
Martin, Keeper
Records and Seal.

laser

Arrive
No.
No.
No.

2

4....
8

No. 10

9:10
11:06
1:16
1:45

p. m
p m
a. m
p. m

0:15
11:10
1:25
2:10

p.

p.
a.

a

m

p. St

WE8T BOUND
No. 1
No. 3
No. 7
No. 9

1:20 p. m.
m
6:10
4:40 p. m
6:36 p. m

a

1:45
6:16
4:60
7:00

p. Si
p. o

p.
p.

RETAIL PRICES
lbs. or More, Eacti Delivery
lbs. to ZfiM ibc- -. Cash Delivery
lbs. ts 1,00 Ibc Eaoi Delivery
M lbs. to 200 lbs Each Delivery
Leas Then 60 lbs Each Delivery
MO

20c per 1st lb..
2Sc per 10S lbs
SSs per 1SI lbs.
40e per ISO lbs.
6c per 10 lbs.

LOSS

m

To-wi-

To-wi- t:

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Fameus Office 701 Douglas AvenueJ

ANT Ads
Are Best

To-wi-

IM

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

Hp

Ml

To-wi- t:

H

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
of those who

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of al
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
'
best markets!

COAL AND WOOD

mm

NUT

LUMP

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
D. W. G OMD ON

Subscrikm for

Thm Optic

-

VEQA8 DAILY OPTIC.

The Agricultural college offers
free board and room during the next
Farmer' Week' to all boys and girls
tVITH
winning first prizes in their respecwill be orsome of the girls, being fond of out- tive counties. Claaaea
the
for
boys and
especially
ganized
have entered the conteat
door
' Farmers' Week"
Sixteen Counties Now Have with work,
their brothers. To thia we do girls who attend
Flourishing Organizations of -- o object, hut we are reminded that and their comforts will be looked af
studU
'lrl
an,ed t0 crow corn ter just as if they were regular
Young" Folk Fngaged in Splen- - if
In the college.
ents
vmna whele
did Work; Handsome Prizes
Roswell Seed Co., of
2. (Special)
to Be Awarded Winners in still have a goodly number, however, Roswell, N. M., will buy 500 pounds
who wish to become skillful in tne at five cents per pound from each
Unique Contest.
'domestic sciences and arts, and ti.ey winner of first prize for the following
shall he rewarded equally with their varieties of corn grown from their
(By W. T Conway.)
brothers and sisters of the field lro- - seed: viz: Bloody Butcher, Hickory
The Industrial club work is one of dloU
,n thp neBr futurp we nopp King, Silver Mine, Gold Mine, Boone
of
extendWhite
different
White, Champion
ways
the several
,Q be aMe f0 en)ar?e the u of pon., County
Mexican
better
and
education
and
June,
pearl
ing agricultural
tegtg ,n am, abou, (he homp tQ fnU
D. Wise of El
farming over New Mexico. Last year; vpfttabk8 dalrv and
ouvv prcJ 3. (Special)-- W.
twice the marwill
pay
there was only one county that re- - ductg
Texas,
Paso,
Tnjg will give the girls ai
ported anything in the way of a con ohance to 8tudy tQe wnoe Qf dome8. ket value for 1,000 pounds each ot
test among the young farmers of the tic economy, or choose a branrh to Kafir corn and milo maize delivered
.
.I
.
.1
,,t "
stale. The work was not organized their liking, and also offer some op-- . lo i.,
luc
Now
wil1 do tne 8ame for 500 P"nds
a,13
then so as to perpetuate It
out
door
work.
nortunitv for
winnere-reachethere are over "0 regularly organized
new club of each of tne 8econd
As soon as the list of
W- Fee ot Albuquerqne, has
E'
Boys' and Girls' Industrial clubs
the extension office, a "col-- !
j
"- w.u- with more than 750 members. These lege record" is sent to each member
as
ed
extension
the
clubs are scattered over 16 of the 2fi giving Instructions
department sees
in the line of
counties of the state. The small st work chosen. To those 'growing some- fit.
(Note The department has furcounty in area has taken the lead In thing the record on the growing of
is
This
clubs.
nished
free seeds to every club memdue
organizing
largely
corn, Kafir corn, milo and peanut's Is
to the active interest of County Su- sent and to those
for them and orders have
ber
asking
choosing
perintendent L. C. Mersrelder and his
and sewing, the record on been filled by the three seed houses
able supervisor, Arthur Reid. The those topics Is sent. This combines a mentioned above.)
B. (Special
The Globe Milling Co.
following list tells the story of the certain amount of study and investi16 counties where
Industrial cluus gation with the practical work and of El Paso gives $25 for the best
have been organized:
robs the whole thing of Its drudgery bread made from their flour. This Is
to be divided up as the extension deClubs
Members and makes it an enthusiastic
delight.
226 But to make it all the more Interestpartment sees fit.
6.
g
"The Business-Farmer,- "
132 ing, a series of three contests have
pubEddy i
r
Chavifc
4
at El Paso, gives 100 paid
lished
t.
been planned which are open to all
Don Ana
that
to
4
excellent
67 club members.
subscriptions
First the local club
3
farm paper. These are
o
Quay
may have Its own contest and award
to
as the department
be
awarded
38 its own
prizes. This we urge each lo-- 1
nave also
best
25 cal
They
heltnlnks
to
do
since it will
supervisor
one pase of each ,8SUe at the dlspos- can Miguel . . .. . . z
Z3 a
powerful stimulus In all the school
2
Mora
21 wol-k- .
is the county al of the Industrial club department.
The second
7.
The extension man has been
2
Colfax
20 contest of which the county
superinA
authorized
1
Valencia
by Senator A. B. Fall to
1ft tendent, or his
appointed supervisor,
on
him
to the amount of $100
draw
1
14 has
Guadalupe
charge. These contests should be
I
Torrance
12 held In each county without fail no to be used for prizes In the state
i
conteat
1
Roosevelt
11 matter if there Is
only one local club
1
The extension department Is still
San Juan
10 in the county.
The county contest
1
Otero
10 can best be held in connection with in a receptive mood' for prizes and
(
Individual members, 24.
the county fair If there Is no coun- will not object to any thing of value.
The individual members have the ty fair, have the contest and start Let the prizes come, the more or
same rights and privileges in their one. The third contest covers the them the better pleased we are. We
respective county contests and in the whole state. In this every member would not object, in the least, if the
8tate contest as the members of thfl has the privilege to enter. We be- state legislature should see fit to give
regularly organized clubs.
lieve the proper time and place for us $10,000 a year for agricultural exThe clubs are regularly organized this is in connection with the Btate tension In this, the "Sunshine state."
with a president, vice president, secret- fair. We are now asking the State Such an investment for the developary-treasurer
and supervisor. The Fair association to grant the clubs a ment of the most fundamental of all
latter Is usually a teacher in the separate section In which to display the state's resources would pay the
school where the club is located. their products for the state contest. largest dividends of any enterprise
These clubs are all chartered by the If the privilege is not granted, then in the whole commonwealth. Anil we
extension department of the college. the extension department will pro- venture to assert that the senator or
charter guarantees to each vide some place and appoint a, time representative who will champion
extension
member of the club all the rights and for the contest to be held. Be as- the cause of agrlcutural
privileges of all the contests held for sured of this fact, that there will be and make It possible to bring New
the Boys' and Girls' Industrial Club a state contest and prizes will be Mexico's farming to the front will be
of New Mexico.
awarded for the first, second and considered a gracious benefactor to
A record Is kept in the extension third best in each product mentioned all the people, and a man whom the
e
office of each club by number,
in the two college records extension people will delight to honor.
and county. Each member's series, numbers 3 and 4. These isIt would surprise yon to know of
name is on record stating what he or sues also give the rule of the conthe great good that is being done bv
test
or
and
how
instructions
to
sheis growing
prepare Chamberlain's Tablets. Darius Dowmaking for the
25flS It was the intention, at the exhibits for the contest.
N. B.,
ney, of Newberg Junction.
A list of prizes, Just what will be writes "My wife has
first, that the hoys should contest
been using
with the farm products corn, Kafir given for each product, will be pub- Ohamlerlain's Tablets and finds them
corn, milo and peanuts and the girls, lished in due time; but in a general very "effectual and doing he- lots of
Tf von have any trouble with
moil
with
and sewing; and. way, (some particular) the following
your stomach o- - bowefts elve them a
this is the choice of the maloritv. but have already been offered.
trial Vnr anle by all dealers.
1.

'FIFTY ROYS' AND GIRLS' INDUSTRIAL
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RHEUMATISM

Rheumatism is one of the oldest of human ailments, and yet the
causes which produce it 'vas a question long in doubt. It was thought
at one time to be a disease of the bones entirely; its origin was also attributed to some specific affection of the nerves, and various other
theories which proved to be wrong, were put forward in an effort to
find a cure for the trouble.
Under these conditions the treatment of
Rheumatism was very unsatisfactory and only of a temporary nature.
When it was determined beyond doubt that Rheumatism is a blood
disease, brought about by an excess of uric acid in the circulation, then
its cure became a matter of purifying the blood and thus destroying
its source. Because it is the best of all blood purifiers S. S. S. has
been the most successful of all treatments for Rheumatism.
When this uric acid gets into the circulation it causes a partial
fermentation of the blood, which changes it from a thick, rich stream,
to a thin, acrid fluid, whose nourishing properties are greatly impaired.
Through the circulation the uric acid is carried to every muscle,
joint and nerve of the body, and then the pains and aches of Rheumatism commence.
The longer, the blood is allowed to remain in this
acrid, weakened condition the more severe will the disease become.
Gradually the muscles harden and lose their elasticity, the joints begin
to stiffen, and frequently calculous deposits collect and form knots at
the finger joints.
The pains of Rheumatism may often be temporarily relieved by
the application of hot cloths, liniments, plasters, etc., but as such treatment does not reach the blood, no one should expect permanent
benefit from it.
There is just one way to cure Rheumatism and that is to purify
the blood of the uric acid. S. S. S. does this more quickly and certainly than any other medicine. S. S. S. eliminates this uric acid
It is made
because it is the most penetrating of all blood remedies.
entirely of roots, herbs and barks compounded and scientifically
blended in such manner as to make it a medicine that acts through the
circulation with good effect on every portion of the system. S. S. S.
cures Rheumatism permanently because it removes the cause on
which the disease thrives. S. S. S. contains no harmful minerals, it is
perfectly safe for every one. Write for our special book on Rheumatism and learn of the great tiiccess S. S. S. has had in curing it. Any
No charge for the
medical advice desired will be furnished you.
book or advice. S. S. S. is sold at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC
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MUCH

HAROLD
CONCERT
POLISH PIANIST WILL BE GREETED BY LARGE CROWD AT APPEARANCE NEXT WEEK.

Haroldi, the much heralded Polish
violinst who has been creating sensations wherever he has appeared
throughout the United States, is to be
heard at the Duncan opera house oi.
May 22.

The noted virtuoso will find a
immense audience awaiting him. For
beton
Haroldi's fame has traveled
are anticihim and local music-lover- s
pating the treat of many seasons, if
one may credit the lauditory crfti
cisms that have appeared in the press
throughout the country, none who ah
tend this concert will be disappoint
ed. Seldom, if ever, have local peo
pie been so interested in the arriva
of an artist as they are in the comin
of Haroldi. His very looks arouse expectancy and his Paderewskl-likfeatures suggest a .great artist.
It is an undeniable fact that hundreds of people are drawn to tho
Haroldi recitals solely out of curiosity aroused from the fact that he is
a counterpart of the great PoliBh pianist. But, after the first number is
played, these curious ones forget all
save that they are in the presence
of a great artist; one who has the
power to make them laugh or to fill
their eyes with tears.
versatile
It is this tremendously
art of Haroldi's that has made him
the sensation of the present musical
season. For more than five years he
has been accepted as one of the foremost concert artists of European
countries. There he devoted himself
almost exclusively to private recital
Amenica,
Because of this,
(work.
until a few months ago, scarcely
knew his name. Now he is known
and admired from the Atlantic to the
Pacific. With Haroldi comes the
e

mm-ivuit-

j

WON'TYOUJOINUS!
''We are going to have a few ccngenial

people over
and
wife
Won't
join us? Mrs.
your good
tonight.
you
Small and I will be delighted to have you."
Invitations by Bell Telephone often take the place of
more formal written invitations.
EVERY BELL TELEPHONE IS A LONG DIS-

TANCE STATION.

MTU SMS

MVCN

MAY 16, 1112.

WEDNESDAY,

TELEPHONE

AND

IE

planlste-compose- r,

CO-

-

OVER TO CURE

Always remember the fall name.

Look

for this signature on every box.

25c.

COLD 10 ORE BAT.

SWA

Round Trip Excursion

California & Northwest

$45.60

iZvSf

San Francisco and return direct
Seattle Tacoma & other points

00
do

D.L

BATCHELOR,

Agent.

WATCHES
INGERSOLL
INGERSOLL JUNIOR

$1.00

-

$2.00

$2.00

MIDGET

$8.00

EQUITY (Waltham)

PRESBYTERIANS MEET.
Louisville, Ky., May 15. Delegates
to a total of nearly 900, including all
of the high officers and many of the
leading ministers of the denomination, have arrived in Louisville to attend the 124th general assembly of
the Presbyterian church in the United States of America, which will

S50.00
S60.00

Tickets for sale begining Apr. 27th, on special dates
the Summer months. Stop overs allowed in either
For further information. Call on or write.

ATLANTA. CJL

tional court of arbitral justice. Nicholas Murray Butler, president of Columbia University, will preside at the
several sessions. The noted speakers
irom abroad will include Abdul Baha
Abbas, leader of the Bahai movement
in Persia; Dr. Christian L. Lange, secretary of the
Interparliamentary
union; Dr. Albert Cobat, director of
the International peace bureau at
Berne, and J. P. Santamarina of Buenos Ayres.
Canada Is represented by a large
and distinguished delegation, among
the members being John Lewis of
Toronto, Sir Louis H. Davtes oi "thr
supreme court, Professor C. E. Morning of Victoria College, Mayor Joseph
A. Chisholm of Halifax, H. A. Powell
or St. John, N. B., Hon. Rodolphe
Lemleux and Hon. W. L Mackenzie
King.
The noted speakers representing the
United States include Henry Watter.
son of Louisville, Rabbi Joseph Silverman of New York, General Stewart L Woodford, Dr. John H. Gray of
the University of Minnesota, Dunbar
Rowland of Jackson, Miss., Theodore
Harburg of Baltimore, and Charles P
Neil, United States commissioner of
labor.

Rates

Standard Railroad Watches sold to Railroad
Employees on monthly installments.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT
Manufacturing

Jeweler and Optician.

Las Vegas, New Mexico.

Theological Seminary, New York, regarding a possible plan of reunion,
will make a report that will be eag-erl- y
heard"! The seminary has been"
separated from the jurisdictflJn ot the
assembly ever since 1892, the time
of the Briggs heresy trial, which was
the direct cause of the rupture.

open tommorrow in the Warren Memorial church. The feature of the
initial session will be the farewell
sermon of the retiring moderator,
Rev. John F. Carson of Brooklyn.
Tomorrow afternoon the general
assembly will select a new moderator.
Th two whose names appear to be
most prominently mentioned In connection with the honor are Rev. Mark
A. Matthews of Seattle and
Rev.
William L. McEwan
of Pittsburgh.
Rev. Matthews Is pastor of a church
with a membership of more than ty
000, one of the largest in the west.
Rev. Dr. McEwan has been pastor of
the Third Presbyterian
church in
Pittsburgh for nearly 20 years. Another name to be presented is that of
Rev. James G. K. McClure, president
of McCormlck Theological Seminary
in Chicago.
Others who are looked
( upon
as receptive candidates are
Rev. Edgar P. Hill of Chicago and
Rev. Frank W. Sneed of Pittsburg.
Several very important matters will
come before the assembly this year
for consideration and action. The
committee appointed to confer with
the directors and faculty of Union

ANN ARBOR MAY FESTIVAL
Ann Arbor, Mich., May 15. Muslo

lovers from far and near poured Into
Ann Arbor today to attend the nineteenth annual May Festival given under the auspices of the music department of the University of Michigan.
The festival opens tonight with every
prospect of eclipsing all of Its pro
deceseors from an artistic standpoint
The famous soloists to be heard dur
Alma
Ing the week Include Mme.
Gluck, soprano; Mme. Nevada Van
der Veer, contralto; Miss Florence
Hinkle, soprano; Ellison Van Hoose,
tenor, and Herbert WItherspoon, bass.
The Theodore Thomas orchestra Is
to furnish the instrumental part ot
the festival program.
Everybody reads Th

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

r.

M. CliNNlNOHAn, President
nt
PRANK SPRINGER.

D. T.

HOSKINS,

jLAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Rudolph

Polak, who has been secured as his
accompanist. One of the brilliant
violinist's finest programs will be the
offering.
ARBITRAL COURT
TO DISCUSS
Lake Mohonk, N. Y., May 15. Many

diplomats, statesmen, army and navy
men, editors, jurists, educators, clergymen and business men, representing Canada and several countries of
Europe, as well as the United States,
assembled here today to take part In
the eighteenth annual Lake Mohonk
Conference on International arbitration. The chief topic selected for
discussion this year is the approach-ThirHague conference and the plans
for the establishment of an interna
d

Les Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm.

Optic

6.

Haydon

H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
Vice President

Treasurer

Interest Ptxid on Deposis

Cnkhr

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

KIOHT

LOCAL NEWS

IN ADDITION

For Rent Modern
Grand avenue.

TO OUR OTHER SPECIALS
pounds Beet Sugar
pounds Cane Sugar

for-1-

for-

WE NEED THE BUSINESS
AND
ton

PRICE QUALITY AND SERVICE
CAN GET IT, WE WILL.

IKE DAVIS
. . .

THE CASH GROCER

We want the volume
therefore we divide the profits with
you. High grade trousers -- 5 per cent
off, at Taichert's.

N. B.

Our Store will bo open until 9 tonight
end tomorrow night.

I5--16--

FOR CASH

-17

?1 R6

sack Cream L Flour . .,
sack Cream L. Flour
j.
Undoubtedly the best flour value In this market.
50 pound salk Lily Flour
.
,
25 pound sack Lily Flour
60 pound sack "C. C." Flour
25 pound sack "C. C." Flour
100 pounds beet sugar .,
15 pounds beet sugar
100 pounds cane sugar
.
14 pounds cane sugar
,
60 pounds best Colorado potatoes.
lard
20 pounds pure
,
10 pounds pure lard
6 pounds pure lard
3 pounds pure lard
20 pounds compound
10 pounds compound
,
6 pounds compound
3 pounds compound
i
Standard hams
Standard bacon
2 cans Eureka peas
j
'
Splendid value.
3 cans Leader peas
3 cans Independence beans

60 pound
25 pound

80c

80c

1M
75c
6 i!5

'100
100
f1-5-

2,60

?0c
45c
12.10

.11.15
6UC

35c
17c
18c
25c
26c
250

Macaroni

w

0

def
recei

Spaghetti
Noodles
Bars Lights House Soap
Bars Diamond C Soap

8

press

cedli
oppa

100

ventc
W

place
the I
iting

6

'
100

with

into
diam

$3--

Bars Sunny Monday
Bars Crystal White
Pearline

25C
.,....$4.00

Bars

3

Bosti

25C

Packages
Packages
Packages
Packages
Packages

City Soda Crackers

Graham Crackers
Pilot Wafers
Lemon Cream Biscuits
Cream Toast

25c

MEXICAN BEANS
POUNDS BUCKWHEAT PLOOR

4

rant

J. H. Stearns,

wan

our
Boat

SSfiSE
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pounds beet sugar
pounds cane sugar
6 pounds potatoes
5 pounds Mexican beans
3 packages Macaroni
3 packages Spagettl
3 packages Yermicilll
1 pound mixed tea
1 66c bottle ot Richelieu salad dressing
V;
1 40c bottle of lemon extract...
blackberry
1 3 pound jar Heinz preserves,
1 3 pound Jar Heinz preserves, raspberry
..,
1 3 pound jar Heinz preserves, Damson
1 32 ounce jar pure fruit apple butter
1 25c can table apples
1 25c box toilet soap
7 bars tar soap
8 bars Diamond C soap
if
8 bags salt
Standard Breakfast bacon, by the side, per pound
N
Pure lard, large palls
Pure lard, medium pails
Pure lard, small pails
Compound lard, large pails
Compound lard, medium pails
Compound lard, small pails

1.00

15
14

.

FOR CASH ONLY,

At The Graaf

i

7

&

$1.00
25c

26c
26c
25c
25c
30c
4&c

...30c
(

(iREENBERGER'S

Kodaks, kodak films, printing, developing and everything that belongs
to the kodak line, can be found at
Mrs. L. P. Wright.
509 Sixth street.

PURE FOOD DILL IS
CLUD

FOR WEDNESDAY,

At their regular meeting last night
AC- the Elks
BODY TAKES
For Sale Residence at 1016 Fifth COMMERCIAL
appointed a committee to
LEGISLAREGARDING
street. Must be sold In the next 30
TION
look after the decoration of the graves
TION PENDING IN SANTA FE
of all departed brothers on Memorial
days, also piano. Dr. E. L. Hammond.
day. This is an annual custom of the
Mr. Money Saver:
We offer a!l
Last night at a meeting of the lodge and one that Is religiously adwool suits for $11.50 while they jast, board of directors of the Las Vegas hered to.
formerly sold for $15.00, $18 :0, $20 00 Commercial club, a resolution adand $22.50, at Taichert's,
Douglas dressed to the legifllatue condemning
County Treasurer Eugenio Romero
avenue.
the pure food bill now before that is ill in his home on the West side
body was passed; plans for the enwith two fractured ribs. At
The Browne and the Photoplay tertainment of T. F. Harrison and a suffering
Lamy
Monday
night Mr. Romero ran
theaters will be closed tonight on ac- party of Londoners, who will be visit- to catch a train.
He fell and broke
count of the death of Mrs. J. 8. Dun ors in Las Vegas in the near future, hi
ribs, which were fractured in an
D.
John
Hess,
can, Sr., whose body arrived this were outlined, and Dr.
accident several years ago. Mr. Roafternoon from Los Angeles.
whose resignation as secretary of the mero Is
suffering considerably.
club took effect yesterday, made his
died
30
final report.
years,
Joseph Leary, aged
James S. Duncan, Sr., arrived this
last ngiht at the Las Vegas hospital.
A number of the wholesale and
from Los Angeles bringing
afternoon
Mr. Leary came to Las Vegas from
merchants of the city appeared
his home in Peoria, 111., three weeks before the board and Millard Browne, with him the body of Mrs. Duncan
ago for his health, taking quarters as spokesman for the business men, who died Saturday in the California
in Myers' rooming house, 225 Railroad requested that the Commercial club city. The funeral will be held tomor
avenue, where he lived until Sunday adopt a resolution protesting against row afternoon at 2:30 from the Episrector
bill, copal church. J. S. Moore
when he was taken to the hospital for the paeeage of the pure food
treatment. Mr. Leary is survived by which action was taken by the direc- of St. Paul's Memorial Episcopal
a wire, who resides in feona. Air. tors. The resolution which was ad- church, will preside at the services.
Leary was employed as a waiter in dressed to tihe state legislature con- Mrs. Kate Rain, of Fairbury, Neb., a
the Knox Inn, Peoria, ait the time i is demns the bill as being not practical sister of Mrs. Duncan, arrived this
health broke down. His Vody in all and creating a large public expense. morning from her home.
probability will be sent to Illinois or
Frank Clark, the well known cattle
burial and is being held in the Las man, last night offered the use of his
RUMOR DAS IT TDAT
Vegas Undertaking company's estat- - ranch for the entertainment of the
iishment until word is received from Englanders, who will arrive in Las
Mrs. Leary.
CURLEY WILL WED
Vegas tomorrow, and promises that
while Mr. Harrison and friends are
The annual exhibit of the art de- guests at his ranch he will show them
partment of the graded schools of western ranch life in the crude. For DENVER REPORTS MISS MARIE
DRESCHER WILL MARRY
East Las Vegas will be held Wednes the entertainment of the party he will
HIM.
day and Thursday afternoons of next put on riding and roping stunts and
week in room 16 in the Douglas ave do all in his power to give them a
nue school building between the hours touch of local color.
Denver, Colo., May 15. Rumor h.ni
of 3 o'ciock and b o'clock. Fhients
Mr. Clark's ranch in located near it here today that Miss Marie Dres-cheof-t- he
aged 18, of this city, would
pupilB and the general public Antonchico, 35 miles south of this
are cordially Invited to attend the ex- city, and is one of the big cattle ran- leave Sunday for Las Vegas, ?t. M,
hibition. The art work in the public ches in the southwest. He has a crew where she will be married soon to
schools of the east side is being car- of real cowboys, and plenty of bu?k Jack Curley, the promoter of tlf
bout and one of lift,
ried on under the direction of Mrs. ing bulls and wild horses. He no
Charles Kohn and this exhibit ot doubt will deliver the goods for the country's leading sportsmen. Miss
drawings will give an idea of the ex- Britishers. It is probable that after Drescher's parents are preparing to
cellent work being done in this line. a short visit to the Clark ranch, the accompany her. It is said. Curley
The work of the pupils In the grades party will be taken to the Hicks ranch and Miss Drescher met a wek ago
That is if thty upon Curley's last visit to Denver
from the first to the eighth for the near Santa Rosa.
care to see any more western life and a pretty romance is said to have
past year will be seen.
in the rough. The trip to the Claik had its inception with the introducranch, according to the plans, will be tory handclasp. The Dreschers are
made by automobile, some Las Vegas wealthy.
business men accompanying Mr. Harrison and party.
Curley was not to be found at his
Dr. Hess' report to the directors home here this
afternoon, having
consisted principally In a detailed re- gone out to the Flynn camp. If he is
port of the financial standing of the preparing to be married, iiowevei, he
organization. George A. Fleming his has "put one over" on his friends
successor assumed charge of the of- here.
the
fice today. The past secretary's reWho first experiences
signation was made necessary owing
fine quality of our laundry
to the fact that he expects to leave
for Missouri next week to be gone for
work. After a while he gets
an indefinite length of time. During
used to it and expects perfect
the Incumbency of Dr. Hess the club
For
Ctioicset of
has prospered and it Is to be regret-ea
as
matfer
laundering from us
that the popular seeretacy Is Ieav
of course. And he is never
lng Las Vegas. "Mr. Fleming, Dr
Hess' successor in office, was secreWe
do
work
good
disappointed.
several years ago. He Is familiar
tary
first, last and all the time. Send
duties of the office and well
with
re-ta- ll
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THURSDAY,

SATURDAY
Copyright

Hart Schaffnet

k

Marx
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-

16

-

17

-

18TH

We have found by experience
that a straight discount is the
best method whereby our cus;

est benefit from a RBDUCTIONyb
SALE and owiner to an over
stock of merchandise we have
decided to give you 25 PER
CENT DISCOUNT on all Men's
and Boys Suits, This includes
all our new spring goods HART,
SCHAFPNER AND MA&X
Vv
included.
We also are going to give for
these 4 days 20 PER CENT
DISCOUNT ON ALL CHILD-REN- S
SUITS.

F

GREENBERGER 'S
THE ONLY STORE IN THE CITY HANDLING HIGH

GRADE

n

the

SUITS FOR

MEN.

.66c
65c
65c
26c
16c
15c
25c
25c
25c
17c
$1.25

65c
40c
90c
50c

80c

MAY IB 16 17th

Hayward Co, Store

us your Shirts, Collars etc.,
and you'll be happy in your
linen ever after.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

If you must iron, why not get some pleasure out
of it. Try one of our electric irons for thirty days
FREE. Once tried, you will never be without an

ELECTRIC IRON.
LlS Vegas Light & Power Co.

FRESH

the

urn
no

It

Of

SALE AT

AT THE HUB

d

timt
Ne
nit;

REDUCTION

Happy Man

$1.00
25c

25 POUNDS

PER CENT

It's a

lol

drcn
form
raid!

25

I4TH TO SATURDAY I8TH.

Flynn-Johnso-

Bars

yea

a

25c

-

FROM TUESDAY

Just a few days until commence
ment. We have many appropriate
gifts for the graduates. A. P. Moran,
521
Sixth street.
of lius'ness,

. . .

5 DAYS ONLY

$13.50

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, agd
the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
In

IF

15, 1912.

Any Suit 'n the House

$3.50

$1.00

-

MAY

328

Bostonian shoes, the latest models
to $5.00, at Taichert's.

.$1.00

5

FOR

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

IWE WILL SELL TODAY TOMORROW & NEXT DAY
16

bedroom,

WEDNESDAY,

fitted for the position.
There is no business as profitable
or none so healthful as stock farming
in the mountains. I have several good
stock ranches for sale very cheap. F.
J. Wesner, 612 Lincoln avenue, East
Las Vegas, N. M.
Hello! Where are you going?
To the White Kitchen to get a good
25c meal. Home cooking.
Open day
and night.

--

1

SANITARY
BAKERY
i

GOODS

MARGUERITES
Arc the Class Flower this Year.
Send a nice bunch or basket of Marguerites to your
Mends among the graduates, Order them no w.
50stSextth

PERRY ONION & SON
-S-

EEDSMEN

&

FLORISTS

.

Goto

BOUCHER'S
"The Store of Satisfaction"

m

The Famous Taylor Nursery Bed
J. C. JOHNSEN & SON, Local Agents

wLm

